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Design and Modeling of the Single Mode
Optical Glass Waveguides for Passive Photonics
Structures
Ondřej Barkman 1, Václav Prajzler 1, Pavla Nekvindová 2
1

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague
2

Institute of Chemical Technology in Prague

Abstract—Design, modeling and fabrication of a single mode

substrate. Optical glass provides an ideal substrate, because
the refractive index of the substrate is close to conventional
SMFs and multi-mode fibers (MMF). The coupling between
optical fibers and waveguides benefits from relatively low
refractive index change in ion exchanged waveguides. This
results in reduced power losses in fiber-to-waveguide
connections. The fabrication process is relatively simple,
reproducible and cost effective.

optical channel waveguide with graded refractive index is
reported. Several samples of optical planar waveguides were
obtained by Ag+Na+ and K+Na+ one step thermal ion
exchange process in a molten salt. Waveguide properties were
measured by optical mode spectroscopy with the METRICON
system. Obtained data were used for further design and modeling
of surface channel waveguides in order to improve simulation
accuracy. Designs were developed by utilizing Beam Propagation
Method in the BeamPROP software by RSoft Design Group. The
single mode channel waveguide was designed for operation
wavelength band of 1260-1625 nm.

II. ION EXCHANGE
Ion exchange is a process, in which ions in glass (usually
sodium) are replaced by ions of larger size but same chemical
characteristics, such as silver or potassium. Consequently, the
refractive index of the glass increases and the waveguide layer
is created. The following equation describes the evolution of
the concentration of new ions in glass [4]

Index Terms—Single mode waveguide, glass substrate, graded
waveguide, ion exchange.

P

I. INTRODUCTION

-LANAR optical waveguides made by Planar Lightwave
Circuit (PLC) technology represent fundamental elements
for constructing photonic integrated circuits. PLCs can be
utilized to fabricate several key components exploited in
passive optical networks (PON), such as power splitters,
couplers, Mach-Zehnder modulators, etc. PLCs can be
integrated onto a single chip to significantly reduce size and
cost.
Common requirements for optical planar waveguides are a
low propagation loss, suitable refractive index and mode field
diameter comparable to a conventional single-mode fiber,
accomplished by physical and chemical stability, easy
fabrication process and low price.
Several possibilities producing these PLC devices are to be
mentioned. One of the most popular technologies is to
fabricate silica-based planar lightwave circuits by flame
hydrolysis deposition [1]. Produced waveguides are
characteristic with a high difference step-index refractive
profile and small core diameter. Silicon substrate with a planar
silica layer is deposited from plasma under high vacuum,
heated to high temperatures and patterned into device
structures [2, 3].
In this paper we deal with another possibility of PLCs
fabrication by the ion-exchange (IE) process into a glass

  D1 c    D1 c 

 

t x 1c x  y 1c y 

c
with



(1)

c  c1 / c0

and

  1  D1 / D0

where c1 and D1 are the concentration and self-diffusion
coefficient of the incoming ions respectively, D0 stands for the
self-diffusion coefficient of the outgoing ions, and co
represents the concentration of outgoing ions present in the
glass prior to the IE.
In the first step, channel waveguide with graded refractive
index is created on the surface of substrate glass (Fig. 1).
Refractive index change n and diffusion depth h are
dependent on time duration of IE and molten salt temperature
[5, 6].
This process enables simple fabrication combined with low
propagation and coupling losses. A disadvantage of IE stems
in fact, that ion exchanged waveguides provide a relatively low
index difference. This implies that the bend radius must be
5
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lower, than semiconductor based waveguides, to minimize
propagation losses [8].

showed from three to four guided TE modes at the wavelength
of 632.8 nm.
Depth of the waveguide layer was approximately 4 µm and
refractive index difference in the order of hundredths. The
fabricated waveguides provided single mode regime for
wavelengths of 1311 and 1550 nm. Waveguide layer of the
sample made by potassium ion exchange had 2 µm depth and
refractive index difference in the order of thousandths.
Complete properties of fabricated planar waveguides are
presented in TABLE III.

nc
h

ns+n

ns

w

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of channel waveguide made by one step
thermal ion exchange (nc refractive index of the cover layer, ns refractive
index of the substrate).

TABLE III
PROPERTIES OF PLANAR WAVEGUIDES FOR  =632.8 NM

III. EXPERIMENT

Sample
1587
1588
1923
1924

At first, four samples of optical planar waveguides were
developed to obtain more accurate data for designing precise
optical channel waveguide. Two types of highly pure optical
glass substrates were evaluated in our experiments. A special
soda-lime silica glass GIL49 and a special glass produced by
Dr. Mika at the Institute of Chemical Technology in Prague.
Glass properties are presented in TABLE I.

ns
1.5146
1.5013
1.5204
1.5091

n
0.06
0.03
0.06
0.002

*all compounds given in wt. %

Refractive indices of chosen glass samples were measured
by optical mode spectroscopy (OMS).
A. Fabrication
Three samples of optical planar waveguides were
manufactured by silver IE and one by potassium thermal IE in
molten salt. Process conditions are depicted in TABLE II.
TABLE II
CONDITIONS OF ION EXCHANGE PROCESS

Substrate

1587
1588
1923
1924

I1T1
B1T1
GIL49
GIL49

Ion
exchange
Ag+  Na+
Ag+  Na+
Ag+  Na+
K+  Na+

Temperature
[°C]
280
280
280
400

Modes
4
3
3
3

Refractive index difference was determined as a difference
between refractive index on surface of planar waveguide and
last guided mode. Further, the depth profile of the refractive
index was measured (Fig. 2, a-d). However, we can
determinate the depth profile only if the number of guided
modes is greater than one. This condition satisfied only for the
wavelength of 632.8 nm. Obtained data were used for design
and modeling described in the following section.

TABLE I
Composition of the substrate glass used for fabrication of optical waveguides
SiO2
CaO MgO
Al2O3
Na2O K2O
BaO
GIL49 73,28
6,10
4,10
1,20
14,87 0,45
0,01
NaO2 B2O3
Al2O3
TiO2
SiO2
SO3
B1T1
11,65 12,59
19,20
0,00
56,56 0,30
I1T1
14,37 14,99
17,58
1,76
51,30 0,30

Sample

h [µm]
4.3
4.0
2.4
7.8

Time
[min.]
20
20
20
180

a)

Before the ion exchange process, the glass substrate must be
cleaned from any impurities and dust after glass grinding and
polishing. Cleaned substrate was inserted into molten salt for a
defined period of time and temperature. Fabrication details are
described more complex in [9].
B. Measurement
All samples were measured by OMS with METRICON
2010 system at wavelengths of 632.8, 1311 a 1552 nm while
considering TE polarization. Waveguides made by silver IE

b)
6
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n( x, y )  ns  ng x  f  y 

(2)

where function g(x) is expressed as:

g x  

,

1
erf
2

 w  
 w   

x
/
h

erf


x
 2

 2  x  / hx  
 
 



(3)

where, ns is refractive index of the substrate, n is maximum
refractive index change produced by diffusion from an
infinitely extended source, w is the width of the source in the
horizontal direction, and hx and hy are diffusion lengths in
horizontal and vertical direction respectively.
The vertical profile f(y) is determined by the diffusion

c)

shape. Gaussian diffusion shape was employed, which is
defined by:

 2
y 
f  y   exp 
 h2 
 y 

(4)

Substituting parameters from the (2) into equations we get the
refractive index profile (see Fig. 4).

d)
Fig. 2. Depth refractive index profile of fabricated planar waveguides.
a) Sample 1587, b) Sample 1588, c) Sample 1923, d) Sample 1924

IV. DESIGN OF THE CHANNEL WAVEGUIDES
For a channel waveguide, there is no analytic solution exist,
thus numerical techniques have to be employed. BeamPROP
was utilized as a simulation engine [6]. This technique uses
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) methods to solve the
well-known parabolic or paraxial approximation of the
Helmholtz equation [10].
Based fabricated waveguides measurements, single mode
optical channel waveguides were designed, their properties are
summarized in TABLE IV.

Fig. 3. Simulated refractive index profile of the designed optical channel
waveguide,  = 1310 nm.

TABLE IV
PROPERTIES OF DESIGNED CHANNEL WAVEGUIDE

ns, ( = 1311 nm), [-]
ns, ( = 1552 nm), [-]
n [-]
nc [-]
w [µm]
h [µm]

1.4951
1.4923
0.03
1
4
4

The design was developed for surface channel waveguide
made by one step thermal IE. The diffusion profile is in
BeamPROP software defined by [11]

Fig. 4. Simulated refractive index profile of the designed optical channel
waveguide,  = 1550 nm.
7
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V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Simulated electromagnetic field profile of fundamental mode designed
optical channel waveguide,  = 1310 nm.

An optical channel waveguide design made by thermal ion
exchange in glass substrate is reported. First several samples
of planar optical waveguides were fabricated and measured.
Measurements showed that the depth of the waveguide layer
approximately 4 µm. The refractive index difference is
dependent on ion exchange properties. Base on measurements,
optical single mode channel waveguide with graded refractive
index for band of wavelength 1260-1625 nm was designed.
Future research will be focused on fabrication of the
designed channel waveguide and design. More complex
structures of photonic structures such as Y-branch power
splitters will be developed and manufactured.
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Fig. 6. Simulated electromagnetic field profile of fundamental mode designed
optical channel waveguide,  = 1550 nm.

Number of guided modes for wavelengths of 1310 nm and
1550 nm and TE polarization was verified. The transversal
mode profile of the fundamental mode is shown on the Fig.
5,6. The designed waveguide is able to work in a wavelengths
band of 1260-1625 nm.
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Microoptical and Microwave Design and
Construction of a Micromodules for WDM
Receiver
Vítězslav Jeřábek, Julio Armas, David Mareš, Václav Prajzler
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague

focusing, imaging, branching, receiving and transmitting of an
optical beams [1], [2].
WDM transceiver Fig. 1 was constructed by using system of
a four micromodules set on the substrate in the new circle
topology [3]. The optical demultiplexing micromodule is
created by multimode optical fiber, collimating lens and
volume holographic grating triplexer) diffraction filter
(VHGT) [4] the two type microwave optoelectronic receiver
micromodules (OE receiver micromodules) with bandwidth
2.5 GHz or 1.25 GHz and optoelectronic transmitter
micromodule (OE transmitter micromodule). In the OE
receiver micromodules, each diffracted beam from VHGT was
focused on the active area of the PIN PD connected to
microwave amplifier. The microoptical WDM receiver system
will be assembled in DIL case.

Abstract—We report about microoptical and microwave design
and construction of WDM receiver module useable for the passive
optical network PON of a fiber to the home FTTH topology. The
WDM receiver uses a microoptics hybrid integration technology
with volume holographic Bragg grating triplex filter (VHGT) and
a collimating lenses for wavelength demultiplexing. A VHGT
filters are ideal optical beam distribution element having high
diffraction efficiency wavelength and very low insertion loses and
optical crosstalk for radiation wavelength 1490 nm and 1550 nm.
The optical imaging system was design in the paraxial
approximation by ray-transfer matrix. The optical WDM receiver
was constructed using system of a three micromodules in the new
circle topology. OE receiver micromodules were designed by use
small signal equivalent electrical circuit model and noise model,
from which the mathematically solved the transmittance function,
which was used for calculation and simulation of the optimal
frequency characteristics and signal to noise ratio. The
optoelectronics microwave receiver micromodules using
integrated circuit (IC) Pseudomorphic High Electron Mobility
Transistor (HEMT) amplifier for transimpedance OE receiver
micromodule and Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBT)
Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit MMIC amplifier for
low impedance OE receiver micromodule for receiving download
information (internet and digital TV signals). The advantage of
the hybrid integration technology is in using existing soft
technology plant, piecing together different devices, which have
been substantially optimized on a given substrate.
Index Terms— Collimating lens, Microoptical hybrid
integration, Volume holographic grating triplexer, WDM Receiver.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE micromodules for WDM receiver are considered to
be the key component for realizing fiber-to-the-home
networks. Especially , an optical WDM Receiver module that
can receive a 1490 nm download data as well as a 1550 nm
download video signals for cable TV applications.
A microoptical lightwave hybrid integration technology
enables us to construct a microoptical integrated lightwave
circuits (MLC) and planar integrated lightwave circuits (PLC)
by combining components with passive function (optical fiber,
lens, VHGT, planar optical waveguides) and active
optoelectronics devices (laser diodes, optical amplifiers and
photodiodes) hybridized on one substrate for collimating,

Fig. 1. WDM Receiver optical system with VHGT

II. SYSTEM DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL
MICROMODULE
The OE receiver micromodule is represented by the block
diagram shown in Fig 2. A special cylindrical lens is used in the
WDM receiver to collimate the beam before the VHGT. The
VHGT surface is covered antireflection layers. The collimated
beam is diffracted by the VHGT and focused on the active area of
PIN photodiodes by lenses. The PIN PD converts the received
optical power of the radiation into a photocurrent [5].
We analyze the optical system and calculate parameters of

9
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the optical micromodules - focal lengths and insertion losses of
the lenses, angles of diffraction, diffraction efficiency,
diffraction crosstalk on the VHGT for the wavelengths 1490
nm and 1550 nm.

0 
1

1 
 0

 1
S1 =  n 2 − 1
 R
 1

L1   1
n2   n2 − 1

1   R 2

0

1


1 + P1t
t  A

S1 = 
=
 P1 + P2 + P1 P2 t 1 + P2 t  C
where P1, P2 and t are defined by (4), (5) and (6)

(2)
B
D 

n2 − 1
R1
n −1
P2 = 2
R2
P1 =

Fig. 2. Block diagram of WDM receiver signal path.

A. Analysis of optical collimating/focusing imagine
WDM receiver high efficiency optical system uses
collimating/focusing lenses (lenses) for optical processing of
the beam and spot transformation. The radiation propagates
from the multi mode fiber (MMF) across the first collimating
lens, VGHT and focusing lenses on the active area of the PIN
PD´s connected by microstrip electrical waveguides to the
input of the electronic amplifiers. The main parameters of the
system were the focal distance of the lenses and the diameter
of the beam spot, which had a significant influence on VHGT
optical characteristics (diffraction efficiency, optical crosstalk
etc.).
The optical analysis by ray-transfer matrix describes optical
systems in the paraxial approximation. The ray-transfer matrix
(S1) is used in order to find simple and explicit expressions for
determination of the beam optimal structural parameters of the
focusing system. The modal field profiles in the MMF and
collimating lenses are assumed, to be circular symmetric and
Gaussian and consider the propagation of a ray in a
homogeneous medium [6]. The schema of the collimating
system composed of the MMF and the collimating lens is
shown in Fig. 3.

t=

(3)

(4)
(5)

L1
n2

(6)

The focal plane of the collimating lens is defined by (7)
 0  1
 β  = 0
 out  

this implied that

b A
1  C

B   y in 
D   0 

(7)

0 = ( A + b ⋅ C ) y in

(8)

therefore
A
(9)
C
where b is the front focal distance FFD of the lens and
defined by (10)
1 + P1t
(10)
FFD = b = −
P1 + P2 + P1 P2 t
b=−

The parameters of the optical system are: L1 = 3.0 mm, R1 =
2.3 mm, R2 = ∞ (the concave radius of curvature of lens back
surface). The calculated values of first focal distance (FFD)
and attenuation in the collimating lens due to Fresnel reflection
at the interfaces AF for different wavelength are shown in the
Table I.
TABLE I

THE CALCULATED VALUES OF THE COLLIMATING LENSES AND OPTICAL
ATTENUATION FOR THE WAVELENGTH 1310 NM, 1490 NM AND 1550
NM.
Fig. 3. Collimating system: MMF - cylindrical lens 1.
(FFD - first focal distance, L1 - length of the collimating lens, R1, R2 - radius
of curvature of the lens, n2 - refractive index, f – focal length, θ angle of
numerical aperture).Block diagram of WDM receiver signal path.

The ray-transfer matrix (S1) of the collimating lens was
calculated as the multiplication of the translation matrix T1 and
the refraction matrices M1 and M2 shown in formulas (1), (2)
and (3).
S 1 = M 1T1 M 2

λ [nm]

n

FFD [mm]

AF. [dB]

1550

1.4865

2.709

0.151

1490

1.4870

2.705

0.104

1310

1.4885

2.692

0.128

For the focusing process it was important to analyze the
active area of the PIN PD covering by the radiation cone,
formed behind focusing lens. The diameter of the beam spot
exposition of the PIN PD active area depends on the distance
between the focusing lens, PIN PD active area and the
diameter of the beam spot. For the diameter active area D =
40µm of PIN PD was calculated and measured distance from
the focusing lens FFD = 2.43 mm.

(1)

10
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where PIN is incident optical power, PD is diffracted optical
power and AF [dB] is attenuation in the VHGT due to non
diffracted beam and crosstalk. The attenuation in the VHGT
due to Fresnel reflection at the interfaces is very low because
the VHGT has antireflection coated surfaces.
By the measurement the space distribution of an optical
power was investigated that in center of diagram Fig. 5, exist
two peaks of radiation no diffracted, which don’t equal of
Bragg condition. These radiations have to be filtered, when
VHGT will be used in three wavelength WDM receiver or
transceiver. At opposite side of the space distribution power
diagram is clear perceptible peaks diffracted to opposite
direction as optical crosstalk. In the next measurement of
optical crosstalk was used the formula (13).

B. Analysis and measurement of VHGT
For the optical demultiplex of the wavelength 1490 nm and
1550 nm optical beam in WDM receiver was in the optical
micromodule used the VHGT filter from Ondax Ltd with
double grating system. This transmission type grating filters
has high diffraction efficiency, very low insertion loses and
optical crosstalk.
The Bragg diffraction condition is given by (11)
 θ diff
 2


.


λ B = 2 ⋅ Λ sin 

(11)

where Λ is Bragg constant, λB is the Bragg wavelength, θdiff is
the diffraction angle. From equation (11) were determine
Bragg constants of VHGT by use measurement of the diffract
angle. The Bragg constant Λ = 4.66 µm and Λ = 4.671 µm
was calculated, where θdiff = 18.4o for λ1 = 1490 nm and θdiff =
19.1o for λ2 =1550 nm.

P 
Aλ = 10 log  1λ 
 P2 λ 

where P1λ is the is optical diffracted power, P2λ is optical
power diffracted at the same direction than P1λ .
The minimal optical crosstalk of the optical beams for two
wavelengths was very important requirement for the good
BER. The optical crosstalk was given by optical power, which
was diffracted to wavelength opposite direction. For BER =
10-9 it was needed optical crosstalk attenuation Aλ > 11 dB.
The optical crosstalk for the wavelength λ1 =1490 and λ2
=1550 nm with the total power normalized to PIN = 360 µW,
was measured the crosstalk P2λ for λ1 and λ2. It correspond Aλ
= 18.29 dB and 18.4 dB as is shown in Table III.

The diffraction efficiency ηB  for VHGT was defined as the
ratio between the diffracted intensity and the incident intensity,
without considering absorption and Fresnel reflections at the
interfaces. When the Bragg condition is satisfied for
wavelength λB, the diffraction efficiency ηB is given for
transmission gratings first diffraction order [4] as (12).
 π ⋅ n1 ⋅ D
 λ B cos θ n

η B = sin 2 





(13)

(12)

where θn is the Bragg-matched incident angle in the
medium, n1 is grating strength refraction index modulation, D
is thickness of the grating, and λB is the Bragg wavelength. For
the compromise position of both gratings VHGT systems the
diffraction efficiencies were calculated as 71.0% and 74.9%
for 1550 nm and 1490 nm respectively. The space distribution
of VHGT optical beams are shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE III

THE OPTICAL CROSSTALK OF THE VHGT BEAMS MEASUREMENT.
λ [nm]

Total
Power
PIN [µW]

Diffracted
Power
P1λ [µW]

Crosstalk
P2λ [µW]

Aλ [dB]

1550

360

268.7

151490

12.44

1490

360

659

41550

18.29

For measurement of the optical power space distribution in
2D or 3D was used beam profiler head BP 104 IR from
Thorlabs with special software. The crosstalk measured shows
us that using the VHGT is possible diffract two beams at the
same time without undesired effect from each other.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT OF RECEIVER
MICROMODULE
For OE receiver micromodules were used two types of the

The diffracted beams with crosstalks in 3D for the
OE receivers. For construction of the 1.25 GHz optoelectronic
wavelength λ1 = 1550 nm and λ2 = 1490 nm.
Fig. 4.

microwave micromodules with transimpedance OE receiver
was used SMD technology, which is sufficient for this
dynamics response devices. OE receivers were designed by
use small signal equivalent electrical circuit model and noise
model. The internal structure of the transimpedance OE
receiver, with the ATF-36163 amplifier, InGaAs PIN
photodiode and the bias circuitry is presented in the Fig. 5.
The all components the PIN PD, capacitors, resistors and
inductance in SMD were assembled on composite low loss
substrate (Rodgers), with Au/ Cu microstrip line and

The measured values are shown in Table II.
TABLE II

THE MEASURED DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCIES ηB AND DIFFRACTION
LOSSES AF OF THE VHGT.
λ [nm]

PIN [µW]

PD
[µW]

ηB [%]

AF[dB]

1550

367

268.7

73,21%

1.35

1490

879

659

75,0%

1.24
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reserves 5.7 dB for transimpedance and 2 dB for low
impedance OE receiver. We presume the fiber loss 0.2 dB/ km
and SNR=21.6 dB for BER=10-9. These values correspond to
the transmission distance of the 28.5 km or 10 km optical SM
fiber. When we subtract optical losses 1.4 dB, of the
demultiplexing optical system of WDM receiver, the transmit
distance drop to 21.5 km or 3 km of optical SM fiber.
The WDM receiver Rx has been constructed using system
of a three micromodules in the new circle topology set on the
alumina or composite substrate. The fundamental layout of the
hybrid integrated microoptical WDM receiver is given on Fig.
7.

waveguide motive. The focusing lens was fixed on Au/ Cu
currier in front of PIN PD.

Fig. 5. Design and construction of the optoelectronic micromodule.
A) The electrical schema of the transimpedance OE receiver
B) The real microwave optoelectronic micromodule assembly

The low impedance OE receiver for 2.5 GHz bandwidth
optoelectronic micromodules were realized by the thin layer
hybrid integration technology.
For realized OE receiver micromodules the electro/optical
transmission, dynamic response and noise figure
characteristics parameters were designed and measured. The
low impedance OE receiver was composed of the InGaAs PIN
photodetector C30616 ECER with bandwidth 3.5 GHz and
HBT monolithic amplifier HM 396 made by GaAs/ InGaP
heterojunction bipolar transistors technology (HBT) with
bandwidth 8GHz and gain 20 dB. In microwave signal path
was used a microstrip waveguide, connecting the PIN PD to
the signal input of HBT amplifier. The thin film Au microstrip
waveguides was formed by a standard lithographic sputtering
process assembly on an alumina substrate (thin layer
technology), in which the passive and active components in
chip form are mounted directly on Au strip waveguide lines
and fix by epotek.
The parameters of WDM receiver were calculate and
measured. The low frequency transmittances were 140 V/W
and 170 V/W for low and transimpedance OE receivers
respectively. The dynamic measurement results of modulation
frequency characteristic OE receivers, fT =2.5 GHz for low
impedance OE receiver and fT =1.25 GHz for transimpedance
OE receiver as is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. WDM receiver module based on microoptical hybrid integration
technology

IV. PLC HYBRID INTEGRATION FOR WDM TRANSCEIVER

WDM transceiver in PLC hybrid integration technology is
shown in Fig. 8. Our works was focused on design a PLC ridge
waveguide with interference or microring resonators MUX/
DEMUX filter, which was made from polymer materials. For
design was used BMP program from R Soft.
As polymer we choose NANOTM SU-8 2000 polymer from
Micro Chem Corp. due to good optical and mechanical
properties (this polymer has optical losses less than 1 dB/cm at
the wavelengths 1 300 and 1 550 nm).
The polymer layers were deposited by using spin coating
method on silica on silicon. Before lithography the samples
were prebake for 10 min. at 90°C. The channel waveguides
would be fabricated by using UV lithography. As a last step
the post backing (200 °C at 120 min or 90°C at 15 min.) would
be carried out to stabilize optical properties. The
photodetectors and laser is placed in the groove for elimination
height offset.
The optimum distance among optical waveguides facet on
base polymer SU8-2000 and optical fiber or photodetector in
the receiving part was specified by BMP program simulation.
Fig. 6. The measured S21 frequency characteristics of the OE receiver for The optoelectronic part was made same as at microoptics type
low impedance and transimpedance amplifier
WDM transceiver.
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of WDM receiver was
calculated and measured for both type of OE receivers. In the
case of the transimpedance OE receiver was measured SNR =
27.3 dB and in the case of the low impedance OE receiver
SNR= 23.6 dB. This corresponds with optical attenuation
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Fig. 8. WDM planar hybrid integrated transceiver.

V. CONCLUSION
The paper presents design a novel topology and technology
solution of IC microoptical hybrid integrated WDM receiver,
composed of the optical and optoelectronic micromodules.
The optical micromodule use volume holographic grating
triplexer (VHGT) as unique optical multiwavlength
demultiplexing element in WDM microsystem, The
downstream microoptical imagine system was verified by
construction and measurement of the microoptical hybrid
integrated WDM receiver. Very low insertion optical losses
and optical crosstalk of VHGT element imply the high
sensitivity and the transmit distance of optical SM fiber.
Further work was concentrated on design and construction of
WDM transceiver realized by planar lightwave circuit hybrid
integration technology. The optical part will be solved by
polymer or glass interference filter or microoptical resonators.
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Future All-Optical Packet Switched Networks
Based on Highly Nonlinear Components
Matej Komanec, Stanislav Zvanovec
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague
Development of an optical packet switch (OPS) at the
Czech Technical University in Prague in a joint co-operation
with the Institute of Photonics and Electronics, Academy of
Sciences of the Czech Republic, and SQS fiber optics
(medium-sized enterprise) is presented.
At first, basic operational principle of an OPS is discussed.
Afterwards, buffering techniques are summarized. State-of-art
research of suitable switching fabrics is discussed together
with an analysis of nonlinear materials for optical packet
switching. Based on analysis results, ChG glass fibers based
on sulfide (As2S3) and mainly selenide (As2Se3) are
considered in the next steps of OPS development.
Main aim was to optimize high-speed data switching with
combination of particular nonlinear element while utilizing
more sophisticated packet labeling format.
The paper is concluded with a brief summary of so far
obtained results and proposed future work.

Abstract—Novel optical packet switch for future all-optical
packet switched networks and IP routing is presented.
Chalcogenide-based nonlinear glass fabrics are evaluated for the
proposed switching configuration. Particular research results of
the optical packet switch development will be introduced. Future
major research challenges are discussed as well, focusing on
sophisticated labeling techniques.
Index Terms—optical packet switching, optical networks;
nonlinear optics, chalcogenide fibers, fiber tapering, labeling
techniques.

A

I. INTRODUCTION

LL-OPTICAL networks discarding slow and powerdemanding electronic processing introduce the
indisputable solution for the future data communication,
such as 3D multi-media data streams, extreme high quality
video, etc. Although simple switching methods of data
streams based on wavelength routing [1], space-switching [2]
or broadcast and select method [3] have already been
presented, the situation changes rapidly, when sophisticated
label recognition and/or IP based optical routing is going to be
included. Recently pure optical processing of a 4-bit optical
packet label was presented in [3].
Another problem will arise with new spectrally efficient
modulation formats appearing in optical networks, e.g.
differential phase shift keying (DPSK), differential quadrature
phase shift keying (DQPSK) [4], multiple-quadrature
amplitude modulation (M-QAM) [5, 6], orthogonal frequency
division-multiplexing (OFDM) [7], where modulation
processing is significantly more complicated and it is
therefore suitable to preserve the signal only in an optical
form.
Nonlinear switching techniques exploiting the Kerr effect
(four-wave mixing, FWM and cross-phase modulation, XPM)
are evaluated for the proposed OPS, offering many
possibilities for the design of novel planar and fiber optical
devices for all-optical switched networks [8]. They also
provide extremely fast switching speeds (in orders of
nanoseconds or even picoseconds).
In contrast to conventional fused silica fibers, highly
nonlinear materials could serve as a core building block of an
OPS network. From the wide range of nonlinear media glasses
based on chalcogenide (ChG) can provide one of the best
options due to their optical parameters [9].

II. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF AN OPTICAL PACKET SWITCH
Generalized operational principle of an OPS is
demonstrated in Fig. 1. An optical packet composed of a label
(header) and data payload arrives at the input of the OPS. The
payload carries user data, e.g. video, voice, etc. The label
serves only as a destination information, where header
includes whole IP address.
The label is segregated and converted into electrical format
and processed by the CPU (in most cases a field
programmable gateway array, FPGA). Label segregation is
carried out by an optical filter or a spectrally-narrow fiber
Bragg grating (FBG). Payload is delayed in an optical delay
line as long as the label is being processed. Then according to
the generated routing signal the payload is imprinted onto the
routing signal, i.e. is wavelength converted and sent to the
desired output. A new label is attached at the output of the
OPS for further network processing.
Several approaches to packet switching have been

Fig. 1. OPS generalized operational scheme (O-E – opto-electrical
conversion)
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proposed. Main difference in scientific teams currently
dealing with the OPS development can be found in the
labeling method [3, 10-11] and the switching technique
respectively [12-15].

Considering the nonlinear coefficient defined as:

γ=

III. BUFFERING TECHNIQUE

2πn 2
,
λAeff

(1)

where λ is wavelength, Aeff stands for the effective mode
area. In case of an untapered ChG As2Se3 fiber, at 1550nm, γ
≈ 1408 W-1/km-1 was obtained. For the tapered fiber at the
same wavelength it corresponds to γ > 15600 W-1/km-1,
where an exact value is hard to define, due to complicated
mode area measurement methods and mode conversion in the
taper.
The attenuation limit was set according to the ITU
recommendation G.671 for optical switches [19]. For
extremely tapered core diameters, it is expected, that greater
losses are obtained due to insufficient field confinement in the
taper core. It meets the practical point of view, where it is
extremely complicated to technologically produce tapers with
waist diameter in orders of nanometers.

As long as optical memories will be unavailable in a simple
form, buffering is required to prevent collision of incoming
optical packets at the input of the OPS. It is usually achieved
by employing multiple delay lines, with a different fiber
length, i.e. different time delay.
A pure optical design is definitely an advantage. Therefore
several concepts have been proposed. Figure 2 presents a
recirculation fiber loop, the so called resonator, which was
developed as a substitute for conventional delay lines in one
of our former research works [16]. It works on the principle of
conserving maximum energy in the loop (energy is coupled
into the loop by a directional 99/1 coupler). Resonator
application may be found not only in OPS, but also in optical
sampling [17] and other signal processing.

V. LABELING METHOD
Most of current proposed state-of-art optical label encoders
utilize the in-band labeling [3], where multiple labels at
different wavelengths are inserted between the ITU-grid data
channels. Its main advantage is in including the packet label
into the spectrum of the data and then separating it with a very
narrow filter, not distorting the data spectrum. The label
separation is done usually by a narrow fiber Bragg grating,
which allows filtering in orders of 0.1nm or even less.
Other labeling techniques to be mentioned are the out-band
labeling [9], which exploits the wavelength spectrum.
Employing the out-band label ensures the simplest approach
for achieving good label detection without distortion of the
data spectrum. The serial labeling [10] exploits the OTDM
principle. The label consists of a specified bit sequence to
identify its front (typically a predefined stream of binary zeros
and ones). Synchronization is needed to detect the label
properly. The payload is either delayed until the label is
processed or if the guard time is longer than label processing
time, no delay for the payload is necessary. Next to mention
are the optical carrier suppression and separation (OCSS)
labeling technique [8] and the modulation diversity labeling
method [11].
In the OPS proposed by our research team, the in-band
labeling technique was employed. Data payload was placed on
the 100GHz ITU-defined wavelength grid, where labels were
placed between the ITU-grid wavelengths, minimizing
distortion of the data spectrum, while maximizing spectral
efficiency.

Fig. 2. Delay-line in a resonator setup with inserted amplification [16]; WDM
– wavelength-division multiplexer, OBF – optical bandpass filter, PCF –
photonic crystal fiber

IV. SWITCHING FABRIC
Switching fabrics, mostly aiming for monolithic
integration, based on indium phosphide (InP) [10,15] or lead
zirconium titanate doped with a little lanthanum (PLZT) [13]
have been deeply studied recently.
On the other hand from the fiber point of view
chalcogenide fibers can offer much higher nonlinear refractive
index n2 than conventional silica fibers, thus offering a
possibility of drastic length reduction, while preserving
relevant performance parameters.
By additional tapering of the ChG fiber even shorter
component length may be achieved. Chalcogenide As2Se3
fiber with numerical aperture NA ≈ 0.20, having 170μm
cladding diameter and 6μm core diameter respectively was
utilized for the tapering process [18]. A taper with a waist
diameter of 7.1μm has been already technologically obtained,
meaning a reduction factor of almost 24, thus decreasing core
diameter to a value of ≈ 0.25μm.
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup of the proposed optical packet switch; DFB – distributed feedback laser diode, MOD – modulator, DDMZ – dual-drive MachZehnder modulator, PRBS – pseudo-random binary sequence generator, FPGA – field-programmable gateway array, FBG – fiber Bragg grating
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waveguide to the multimode region across the junction.
Abrupt change in the geometry and symmetry of the device
ensures that the fundamental mode excites the even modes
in the multimode segment. Propagation constants are
uniformly spaced and constructive interference occurs
between the modes. This results in the bright spots
(maxima) in the cross-section of the splitter. By cutting the
splitter at particular length, LMMI, N split output signals can
be obtained. The length of the splitter was designed to
achieve 16 output optical signals. The output single mode
waveguides (channels) are located at the end of multimode
region to collect the split these optical signals each having
the 6.25% of input optical power.

Abstract - The paper deals with the design and simulation
of planar passive optical splitters. Splitters were designed for
16 output waveguides. We designed two types of MMIs: MMI
with a low index contrast (0.75%) and also with a high index
contrast (58.9%). The simulations were performed by Rsoft
CAD. The simulated results as insertion losses, the size of the
splitters and the dependence of the output power on the used
input wavelength were compared with one another and
discussed.
Index Terms – optical splitter, design, MMI, waveguide

S

I.

INTRODUCTION

plitting and combining of multiple optical beams
plays important role in the integrated optics. One
way how to split optical signals is to use multimode
interference (MMI) splitters that have been implemented for
a variety of optical signal processing functions such as
splitting, switching and routing. The MMI splitters feature a
large splitting number and stable splitting ratio, ensuring
good uniformity over all the output signals. Another
advantage is their good fabrication tolerance because the
splitting is performed in the multimode section.
In this paper we present the design of 1x16 MMI with
both, the low and high index contrast. For the design and
simulation we have used Rsoft CAD that is the core
program in the Rsoft Photonics Suite, and acts as a control
program for passive device simulation module BeamPROP.
The first part of paper explains shortly the design theory
of planar passive optical MMI splitter.
The second part describes the fabrication of both MMI
splitters (low and high index contrast material systems).
This part of paper describes difficulties of mode of
productions of MMI splitters, too.
The third part focuses on the design of MMI splitters.
After the design topology of both MMI splitters (low index
contrast and high index contrast) an analysis options are
defined.
Last part presents a comparison of achieved simulated
parameters of both designs. Some advantages and
disadvantages of MMI splitters with low and high index
contract for telecom applications are discussed.

16 output
waveguides

MMI region

Input waveguide
Fig. 1. Schematic view of 1x16 MMI splitter design.

The length, LMMI is wavelength dependent, because the
beat length depends on the difference in propagation
constants between successive pairs of modes, which depend
on the wavelength of the source [1]. Equation (1) is used to
determine a correct length of MMI region. Lπ is defined as
the beat length of the first two modes. L is Lπ /N, where N is
number of channels, λ0 is central wavelength, nf is effective
refractive index and WMMI is width of MMI region.
2
4n f . WMMI
(1)
Lπ =
3.λ0
Note that this simple model assumes that the modal fields
are zero at the side-wall. This error can be partly
compensated by using an effective index and effective
width. But, strictly speaking, effective index and effective
width will vary with mode number [2].

II. MULTIMODE INTERFERENCE SPLITTER
Geometry of the conventional 1 × 16 MMI splitter is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The Optical signal
propagates in the fundamental mode through the input
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III. FABRICATION
A. Low index contrast waveguides
Si-doped silica-on-silicon waveguides with low refractive
index contrast are fabricated with combination plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and reactive
ion etching (RIE) technique. The fabrication process
consists of five steps which are graphically described in Fig.
2. The first step is wet oxidation of the silicon wafer
forming a thick silica buffer layer (with refractive index ncl).
PECVD creates the doped SiO2 active layer (core) with
refractive index (nc) higher than the refractive index of the
cladding. Optical lithography and dry etching define then
the waveguide structure. In the lithography process the
wafer photoresist is applied and it is exposed. Waveguide
structure is transferred from mask into the photoresist.
Photoresist is developed and the core is etched by RIE. The
rest of the photoresist is then striped. The growth of upper
cladding (co-doped silica) with the refractive index
matching the lower cladding, ncl is the last technological
step [3].

Fig. 3. Fabrication steps for a rib SOI waveguide [4].

IV. DESIGN OF MMI SPLITTERS
We have designed two 1x16 MMI splitters: low index
MMI with the index contrast ∆n = 0.75% and high index
MMI with the index contrast ∆n = 58.9%.
As a first step the waveguide structure was designed.
Both splitters were designed with step-profile index contrast
materials system. As a next step the MMI structure was
created. The structure of MMI splitter consists of input
waveguide, MMI region and N=16 output waveguides. The
used design parameters for both, the waveguide and for the
MMI structure are listed in Tab 1. After the MMI structure
was created, pathways and monitors were configured for the
analysis.

Fig. 2. Fabrication steps for a rib silica-on-silicon waveguide.
1. buffer layer growth, 2. core layer deposition, 3.-5. photolithography,
6. core layer etching, 7. stripping of photoresist,
8. top-cladding layer deposition [3]

B. High index contrast waveguides
The fabrication of the silicon-on-isolator (SOI) waveguide
is relatively simple in comparison to the fabrication of
silica-on-silicon waveguides. There are some important
steps like creating a mask, etching the silicon and cladding
oxide deposition. Structure is protected by mask until the Si
is etched. Mask consists of SiO2. Deposition of SiO2
is made by low temperature oxide (LTO) process in a low
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) furnace.
Template of waveguide is transferred to oxide mask
by photolithography. Dry oxide etching is used in parallelplate plasma etcher. Silicon is etched using inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) type reactive ion etcher provided by
surface technology systems (STS). Etching process is used
as a modification of the STS advanced silicon etches (ASE)
process. The etching and passivation gases are SF6 and
C4H8, respectively. Continuous passivation is way to obtain
extremely smooth etched sidewall. The flow rate
of passivation gas is linearly increased as the etching
reached deeper. The Si etch rate is around 440 nm/min in
ICP etching. The etching process is figured in Fig. 3 [4].

TABLE I
DESIGN PARAMETERS OF MMI SPLITTER STRUCTURE
Value – low index
Value – high index
Variable
contrast
contrast
Simulation Tool
BeamPROP
BeamPROP
Model Dimension
3D
3D
Free Space Wavelength
1.55 µm
1.55 µm
Background Index
1.444
1.4472
Index Difference
0.011
2.074
Waveguide Width
6 µm
0.9 µm
Waveguide Height
6 µm
0.38 µm
LMMI
2300 µm
120.5 µm
WMMI
192 µm
28.8 µm
Lin
200 µm
10 µm
200 µm
10 µm
Description: LMMI - MMI segment length, WMMI – MMI segment width,
Lin - input waveguide length, Lout – output waveguide length

Lout

Optimal length of MMI region LMMI was determined
through the simulation. It is the length where sixteen bright
spots in the MMI splitter cross-section were obtained in one
line. The output of the simulation is the field distribution
having 16 split output signals.
Design and simulation software
The MMI splitter was designed in Rsoft CAD
environment, which allows the user to define the material
properties and structural geometry of a device. All
simulations are performed in Beam PROP simulation
engine. It is part of the Rsoft Photonic Suite, and is based on
advanced finite-difference beam propagation (BMP)
techniques. It is fully integrated into the Rsoft CAD
environment.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

B. Insertion loss
The simulated insertion losses are different for each
design. Coupling losses in high index MMI splitter are
higher than coupling losses in the low index MMI splitter
because it is much more difficult to couple optical power
into such small cross-section waveguide. Therefore the
insertion losses in the output waveguides of the high index
MMI splitter are higher than the insertion losses in the
output waveguides of the low index MMI splitter. The
Fig. 6 shows the level of optical power in the output
waveguides of low index contrast MMI splitter. Fig. 7
shows the case of the high index design. From both figures
can be seen that the insertion losses are about 1 dB higher
than 12 dB (that is a typical reduction in optical power for
1x16 optical splitter).

A. MMI splitter structure
The design and simulation of low index MMI splitter is
shown on Fig. 4. The width of the MMI region
WMMI = 192 µm and the length LMMI = 2300 µm. The
structure of the input/output waveguides is 6 µm x 6 µm
(see Table 1).

Fig. 4. Design and simulation of low index MMI splitter with 16 output
waveguides.

The design and simulation of high index MMI splitter is
shown on Fig. 5. The splitter consists of MMI region, which
is only 28.8 µm wide (WMMI) and 120.5 µm long (LMMI).
The structure of the input/output waveguides is 0.9 µm x
0.38 µm (see Table 1).
From the Table 1 can be seen that the structure of the
MMI splitter designed with a low refractive index contrast
is almost seven times wider and almost fifteen times higher
than the structure of the MMI splitter designed with a high
refractive index contrast. Also the waveguide structure used
in the high index MMI splitter design is much smaller than
the waveguide structure used in the low index MMI splitter
design (it was designed to keep the single mode). Small
dimensions are important for better integration in optical
integrated circuits.

Fig. 6. Level of optical power in channels of low index MMI splitter.

Fig. 7. Level of optical power in channels in MMI splitter designed
on a high refractive index contrast.

C. Output power dependence on the input wavelength
The main disadvantage of MMI splitters results from the
fact that the length of the multimode section is wavelength
dependent, i.e. the MMI splitters are designed solely for one
wavelength and can only operate in a narrow wavelength
region. This dependence is shown in Fig. 8 for both designs.
As can be seen the high index MMI splitter is more

Fig. 5. Design and simulation of high index MMI splitter with 16 output
waveguides.
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depended on the input wavelength and also features higher
insertion losses (caused by higher coupling losses ≈ 1 dB).

Fig. 8. Output power dependence on input wavelength
Continuous line – low refractive index contrast
Dashed line – high refractive index contrast

Fig. 10. Level of optical power in channels in MMI splitter designed with
high refractive index contrast with 127µm output
waveguide spacing.

D. MMI splitters with 127µm output waveguide spacing

VI. CONCLUSION

For telecom applications where MMI splitter has to be
packaged and pigtailed with single mode optical fibers the
output waveguide spacing is required 127 µm. High
refractive index contrast is allowed to use bends with
smaller radius without extra insertion losses. Output
waveguide can be shorter and losses are lower. Equation (2)
is used for determination an optical losses expressed in
dB/cm.

a[dB / cm] = 10 × log

PL1cm
PL0cm

In this paper we presented the designs of two, low index
and high index, 1x16 channel MMI splitters. The simulation
results show that the high index contrast MMI splitter is
more suitable for photonics integration circuit although it
has higher insertion losses. These losses are not critical in
photonics integrated circuit where distances are in order
100 µm.
The low refractive index contrast MMI is more useful for
division optical power between optical fibers. This design is
less depended on input wavelength. This is preferred in
telecommunication applications.

(2)

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 the optical power is expressed in dB
and optical losses are about 0.01 dB/cm and 0.18 dB/cm for
design with low refractive index contrast and with high
refractive index contrast respectively.
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has not been justified yet.

Abstract— The main focus of this paper is to provide up-todate information on the state-of-the-art of wavelength division
multiplexed passive optical networks and results of our recent
research activities aimed at extending the FTTx platforms over
large areas. In addition, the paper provides a draft version of an
analytical model of the WDM PON access network and some
experimental results. Currently, the reflective semiconductor
optical amplifier-based WDM PONs seem to be the most
promising method how to extend the reach of WDM PON access
networks. Implementation of this method can be done by
employing the RSOAs in Optical Network Units (ONUs) where
they re-modulate and re-amplify the downlink signals and send
them back in the uplink direction. In this way it is possible to
extend the operating range and increase the transmission
distance over 100 km without using any additional in-line optical
amplifiers .

II. STATE OF THE ART

Optical access networks (FTTx) present the basis of the
broadband infrastructure and comprise its last section (last
mile) connecting the end users. These networks are the
bottleneck of the communication networks.
Their
development is the most demanding process in building the
broadband telecommunication infrastructure.[2] From the
WDM PON access network point of view, this requires certain
replacement of current architecture in all legacy systems, for
example, the replacement of optical power splitters by arrayed
waveguide gratings (AWGs). ONUs in WDM PON require
new transmitters working on different wavelengths, thus a
good option is to use colorless ONUs either with tunable
lasers or RSOAs (Reflective Semiconductor Optical
Amplifier). However, the price of currently available RSOAs
is one order of magnitude higher than the price of an entire
(EPON based) ONU. The tunable lasers may be more
expensive. A WDM PON with cascaded TDM PON (hybrid
PON) can dynamically allocate unused bandwidth from one
ONU to other ONUs.[6]

Index Terms— WDM PON, Long Reach, Reflective SOA,
Access Networks, FTTx

I.

INTRODUCTION

S

ince the last decade, a lot of research activities in optical
communications were devoted to FTTx access networks
(where X can mean the home, curb, cabinet, building etc.).
The FTTx platform is a very attractive solution for
provisioning different broadband services to subscribers. The
Internet traffic has multiplied over the last few years mainly
due to IP-based video services such as IPTV, video streaming,
etc. As a result, access networks are required enabling data
transmission at higher bit rates and with low latency
over longer reach. In order to fulfill all these requirements as
well as the end user needs, it is necessary to find some costeffective solutions. Utilization of wavelength division
multiplexing in passive optical networks is a promising
solution to meet the requirements.
WDM PONs are considered as the final solution for new
generation of access networks since they provide almost
unbounded bandwidth and bit rate transparency for each end
user. WDM PONs also offer greater security and protocol endto-end connectivity on a per-wavelength basis. However,
current solutions are still too expensive for massive
deployment and operation mainly due to the high cost of the
relevant components in the ONUs and OLTs. For that reason
the economical model for a densely penetrated WDM PON

Fig. 1. Example of a long reach WDM/TDM hybrid PON utilizing a WDM
ring, TDM trees and reflective SOAs in Optical Network Units [4]

Addition of a splitter in one or more fiber drops allows time
sharing of the dedicated wavelengths among some ONUs in
the PON branches, which can significantly increase the
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shown in Figure 2 is based on two MFLs, one for seeding a
reflective transmitter array in the OLT, and the second MFL
for seeding the ONUs. In a simplified implementation these
MFLs can work in two different wavelength bands, e.g., in Cband and L-band. [5]

maximum number of ONUs and accommodate more
subscribers over a relatively wide geographical area. This
solution also allows extension of passive optical access
networks. One of the promising solutions for such a long reach
WDM PON seems to be implementation of reflective
semiconductor optical amplifiers (RSOAs) in ONUs that
simultaneously re-modulate and re-amplify the downlink
continual laser light wave carrying the downlink signals for
uplink transmissions. The RSOA-based WDM PONs have the
potential to increase transmission distances over 100 km
without using any additional in-line optical amplifiers
(EDFAs)[1]. The next chapter deals in more detail with the
basic principles of RSOA-based WDM Passive Optical
Networks.

Fig. 2. WDM PON with seeded reflective (RSOA/REAM) OLT transceiver
array and seeded reflective ONU based on RSOA

The downlink data are transmitted to ONU receivers
through two circulators, a feeder fiber, and a remote
wavelength filter. The downlink optical signal injected into the
RSOA in a ONU is utilized as the seed light with the aid of a
special electrical circuit for the RSOA, where the intensity
modulated downlink light is transformed into the uplink light,
which is in turn modulated with uplink data, and then
transmitted to the OLT receiver over the same optical path as
the downlink. Hence, as the uplink wavelength is identical
with the downlink wavelength, there is no need of the cyclic
wavelength function for the WDM filters neither in the OLT
nor in the remote node (RN). The transceiver employs the
RSOA as a colorless transmitter and a specially designed
electric receiver circuit to be able to receive the downlink
optical signal in the ONU with a large noisy logic 1-level,
both of which provide high quality, high performance and cost
effective transceiver functions. In order to significantly
increase the maximum reach of the WDM PON with seeded
ONU, the use of dedicated seed fibers has been proposed.
These dedicated fibers can run all the way down to ONUs
(end-to-end) or they can be used between the OLT and the RN
only. Provisioning of end-to-end seed fibers has the advantage
of complete elimination of the Rayleigh crosstalk.

III. PRINCIPLE OF RSOA-BASED WDM PONS

Exploitation of loop-back architecture
The RSOA-based WDM PON are mostly configured as the
so called loop-back architecture for colorless operation in
ONUs. The seed light, which is transmitted from the central
office (CO) side, is then detected, modulated and amplified by
the RSOA on the ONU side in one step (with a switching time
in the ns range), therefore, the need for additional
amplification is to a large extent reduced. Furthermore, the
wide amplification bandwidth of RSOAs provides wavelength
independency of the ONUs, where the light is finally reflected
at the end facet of the RSOAs and afterwards sent back to the
OLTs in the CO modulated with the uplink data. From this
point of view, we can distinguish two main approaches to
realization of WDM PONs both leading to the use one single
wavelength
•
•

WDM PONs with seeded reflective transmitters
WDM PONs with wavelength re-use.

In the first approach, the injection seeding with separated
uplink and downlink bands, where the optical carriers are
remotely generated and then distributed to the ONUs Here, the
RSOAs can be used to modulate the uplink signal. In the
second approach, each downlink wavelength is amplified and
re-used to handle the uplink traffic. This should be performed
on the same fiber to avoid the downlink and uplink
interference

Fig. 3. Decrease of Rayleigh crosstalk through use of dedicated upstream
feeder fiber

A. WDM PON with seeded reflective transmitters

Another example of a high performance seeded PON is
based on an active remote node together with hybrid
WDM/TDM PON architecture for wavelength sharing. This
variant is called Super PON (sometimes also called L-R PON)
and is also usable for longer reach as well as for increasing the
splitting ratio of splitters. As a consequence of using an active
remote node, this architecture is not considered as pure
passive optical network. Nevertheless, by employing in-line

The light sources used for seeding the reflective transmitters
(transmitter arrays) are based on Multi-Frequency Lasers (
MFLs). Compared to spectrally sliced broadband sources like
ASE sources or LEDs, MFLs have the advantage of higher
power levels which translates to longer reach performance.
The seed light is spectrally separated and each wavelength is
injected into the corresponding OLT transmitter (RSOA or
Reflective Electro-Absorption Modulator - REAM. The PON
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amplifiers it would be possible to span distances over 100 km
(e.g. 90 km of feeder fiber and 10 km of distribution fiber).
Furthermore, in combination with wavelength division
multiplexing, this allows to connect hundreds of subscribers to
one access network. For achieving higher sensitivity of
receivers in UNU/ONTs it will become necessary to supersede
the currently often used PIN detectors by avalanche photo
diodes. Such a combination with very long reach and very
high user count could be cost effectively achieved only with
the help of employing active components in the optical
distribution network. For this purpose, the use of R-P EDFA
(Remotely-Pumped Erbium-Doped Fibers Amplifier) and
RSOAs are considered. Also implementation of colorless
transmitters at ONUs is all important in this case. The above
mentioned use of RSOAs is also one of the possible solutions
for data transmission at rates of 1.25 Gbit/s or 2.5 Gbit/s .

Fig. 5. WDM PON architecture with IRZ/RZ coding [1]

The use of Inverse Return-to-Zero (IRZ) optical line coding
for the downlink and of the Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) coding
for the uplink allows performance improvement in comparison
to the saturated RSOA without using any additional optical
components resulting in remarkable cost reduction. The
downlink signal is coded 50% IRZ and the RZ uplink signal is
shifted by half a bit in time with respect to the downlink IRZ.
The use of 50% IRZ in the downlink and of RZ coding in the
uplink signal results not only in symmetrical bandwidth. In
addition, the RSOAs can operate far from the saturation
regime, thus relaxing the constraints on the ONUs´ received
power. By using this technique, re-modulation with full
downlink signal modulation erasure by seeding the RSOAs
with power levels as low as −35 dBm average power over an
extended reach of 100 km, with no in-line amplification, can
be achieved. The PON power budget is then improved without
increasing the operational expenses associated with in-line
amplification. This technique may also be used to increase the
power splitting ratio in the hybrid WDM/TDM PONs
(allowing to serve more than one user on a single wavelength).
Optionally, these two solutions may be implemented
simultaneously in the same WDM PON on different
wavelengths.[5]

Fig. 4. An example of Super PON (L-R PON) with active remote node

B. WDM PON with wavelength re-use
A WDM PON system, where each ONU is served by a
single wavelength, allows to increase the network capacity and
to simplify the network management since all the connections
are point-to-point. In addition, implementation of colorless
ONUs allows centralizing the wavelength management,
enabling further architectural simplification and cost savings.
In this way, the downlink wavelengths are reused in the
uplinks, that is, wavelength bi-directional channels are created
thus doubling the system capacity. Such wavelength re-use
requires the downlink modulation to be cancelled before
applying the uplink data on the wavelength. This leads to
additional penalty to the uplink signal caused by the residual
downlink modulation and optical reflections arising along the
optical fiber link. [5]

IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF WDM PONS

Figure 6 depicts an analytical model of the WDM PON
access network. Its topology consists of three main parts:
OLTs, ODN and ONUs. For transmission, frequencies of
193,1 THz (for downlink) and 193,2 THz (for uplink) are used
modulated at 2.5 Gbit/s transmission bit rate. The network is
designed only for one end user in order to simplify its
structure as much as possible.

Availability of broadband multi-wavelength sources,
athermal AWGs and reflective SOAs enabling wide band
amplification and operations at rates up to 2.5Gb/s opens the
way to practical deployment of WDM PONs based on
colorless reflective ONUs. However, in order to provide full
re-modulation of the downlink traffic, the RSOAs must
operate in a saturation regime. In an ONU, part of the
downlink signal is tapped and sent to the RSOA. If the power
of the tapped signal is sufficiently high, the RSOA is
saturated, thus cleaning the downlink modulation. The uplink
data can then be applied to the RSOA´s electrical input with
only a small penalty due to the residual modulation. In
practice, the input power needed to saturate the RSOAs limits
the achievable power budget in practical systems.[3]

Fig. 6. Analytical model of WDM PON access network: blue part (OLT),
green part (ODN), red part (ONU)
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Optical Network Unit - ONU

Optical Line Terminal - OLT

The ONU is realized in the same way as the OLT, so the
receiving and transmitting part are separated from each other.
The only difference here is that the frequency is set to 193.2
THz (the channel grid spacing remains 200 GHz). A BER
analyzer producing also eye diagrams is used as a measuring
device.

The OLT is realized by splitting the receiving and the
transmitting parts. The transmitting part consists of a WDM
transmitter block sending a Pseudo Random Bit Sequence
(PRBS) to the Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) pulse generator. The
optical transmitter has the following parameters: Optical
power = 1.6 mW, optical frequency = 193.1 THz, the channel
grid spacing is 200 GHz.
The receiving part consists of an avalanche photo diode
(APD) acting as a photo detector, low pass Bessel filter and a
3R regenerator. A BER analyzer is used for measuring the
level of the received signal and the eye diagram.

Fig. 9. A block diagram of Optical Network Unit with its transmitting and
receiving part

Figure 10 presents a comparison of the final eye diagrams at
the ONU side. The first diagram characterizes the WDM PON
with total reach of 50 km consisting of 20 km feeder fiber and
of 30 km distribution fiber. The second diagram applies to the
Fig. 7. A block diagram of Optical Line Terminal with its transmitting and WDM PON with total reach of 100 km consisting of a 20 km
long feeder fiber and of 80 km long distribution fiber. The
receiving parts
results show a significant change in the level of the received
signal, since the BER value increased by three orders of
magnitude from 2.501x10-10 (50 km reach) to 4.058x10-7 (for
Optical Distribution Network - ODN
100 km reach).
The optical distribution network is based on a 2x2
bidirectional AWG de/multiplexor, which in this case
represents the remote node. A bidirectional SMF feeder fiber
with fiber length of 20 km and attenuation equal to 0.2 dB/km
is used for connecting the AWG de/multiplexor to the OLT. In
order to draw comparison between 50 km and 100km
transmission distance, the distribution fiber link consists first
of 30 km long bidirectional SMF section followed by a 80 km
long fiber section. The transmission frequency used on both
fibers is set to 193.1 THz. At the end of the ODN a
bidirectional passive optical splitter section is placed which
distributes the downlink signal to the ONU and counterpropagates the uplink signal to the OLT.

Fig. 10. Comparison of eye diagrams for 50 km long WDM PON (left diagram)
and 100 km long WDM PON (right diagram)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we focused on providing evidence that the
WDM PON networks are the most cost-effective solution for
developing FTTx broadband access networks in the near
future. Although this technology has not been standardized
yet, neither has its economical model been justified, such
Fig. 8. Block diagram of Optical Distribution Network with AWG as remote
access networks will most likely be able to provide dedicated
node
bandwidth more than 100 Mbit/s per subscriber over a pretty
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wide geographical area. To provide even higher bandwidth
and greater coverage, the RSOA based WDM PON access
networks are intended for implementation mainly due to their
ability to re-modulate and re-amplify the downlink signal
simultaneously in the ONUs. The RSOA-based WDM PONs
are mostly configured in the loop-back architecture with two
main approaches: with seeded reflective transmitters and with
wavelength re-use. These solutions are suited for operations in
new generation networks with ultra long reach but also in
hybrid WDM/TDMA PON with high power splitting ratio.
Finally the draft of WDM PON access network is depicted,
where the whole topology, main blocks and parameters are
described. As a result, the final eye diagrams for 50 km and
100 km WDM PON network are shown in order to compare
results obtained for these two transmission distances.
However, the analytical model used in this paper applies to
WDM PONs without RSOAs. To achieve significantly better
transmission parameters, RSOAs have to be employed on the
ONU side.
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to provide any encryption of the upstream traffic, so even the
system and management messages are not encrypted and
protected [1].
The optical distribution network (ODN), which ensures the
connection of all optical units and contains optical fibers,
splices, connectors, passive filters and splitters, is completely
passive with no power consumption nor management and
controlling mechanisms. The process of optical beam splitting
is purely passive thanks to the passive optical splitters. These
splitters consist of simple Y-junctions, which are cascaded to
realize a desired splitting ratio. The Y-junctions can be
realized either by fusing short fibers together, or by using a
planar technology. There are several important parameters and
characteristics, which each passive splitter must meet. One of
them is the optical return loss (ORL) and a directivity, which
defines the attenuation of a misdirected optical beam in dB.
As described in the text above, in perfect ODN network
with ideal splitters it is assumed that the upstream traffic of a
particular ONU cannot be obtained by any other ONU due to
the high directionality of all optical components used in ODN,
especially of passive splitters. Theoretically, no ONU should
be able to detect the upstream traffic of neighboring ONUs,
which would make the upstream completely secure from
eavesdropping and therefore it would not require any
encryption. Moreover, the complete immunity of upstream
traffic makes it an ideal and secure medium for exchanging
the encryption keys, which are subsequently used to encrypt
downstream traffic from the OLT individually for each ONU.
However, the perfect directionality of passive components,
especially passive splitters, is usually questionable in practice.
There have been several cases already reported by network
operators and PON providers, that the reflections and
directionality are not so perfect in practice mainly by dirty
connectors and splitters or excessive bending of optical cables
and patchcords. From experience described in [2] it follows
that dirty connectors affecting the transmissions and quality of
services can be often found in real optical access
infrastructure.
But the most serious impact of such dirty connectors could
result in reflections of the upstream optical beams. Since the
ORL of used connectors and directivity of passive splitters
might not be perfect, it would be possible to have situations,
where the reflections in the upstream direction are big enough

Abstract—Passive optical networks represent a promising
solution for modern access networks that could meet the
increasing requirements of transmission rate for demanding
multimedia services. The essential component of optical
distribution networks is a passive optical splitter, which is used to
split optical signals. The downstream traffic in passive optical
networks is based on broadcasting the entire signal to all optical
network units, therefore, it is necessary to provide a robust and
complex data encryption to prevent their eavesdropping and
misusing by an unauthorized person. On the other hand, the
upstream traffic represents a simple burst mode with the system
of reserved transmission intervals (windows) to exclude collisions
between data transmitted by each optical network unit. It is
assumed that upstream traffic due to the passive optical splitters
can propagate only between a specific optical network unit and
the central optical line termination. Therefore, the passive optical
network in the upstream direction is a point-to-point network
and it is not necessary to encrypt transmitted data at all.
However, due to the reflections on various interfaces (connectors,
splices, splitters) and in several specific situations, the upstream
traffic can be passively eavesdropped and it could be possible to
obtain transmitted upstream data of neighbor users. In this
article, the possibilities of upstream traffic eavesdropping under
certain specific conditions are investigated. In addition, several
measurements were carried out on a real passive optical network.
Index Terms—Eavesdropping, Optical Return Loss, Passive
Optical Network, Splitter, Upstream Monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS,

the passive optical networks (PONs) are
widely deployed as a modern solution for access
telecommunication networks, as they provide fast and reliable
network connection mainly for households, business centers,
offices and for industrial applications. The current generation
of PON networks uses TDMA (Time Division Multiple
Access) together with WDD (Wavelength Division Duplex)
duplex method for sharing the optical fibers among all active
users in both transmission directions. The character of
transmission in the downstream direction is based on
broadcasting of multiframes containing all time slots,
therefore, it needs to be encrypted and protected against
eavesdropping. On the other hand, the upstream traffic is
carried out as a point-point communication being transmitted
exclusively between each optical network unit (ONU) and the
optical link termination (OLT). Therefore, it is not necessary
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for a malicious ONU to obtain the traffic of a victim ONU, but
not big enough to prevent the upstream transmission from
passing through, making the situation undetectable for the
network operator [3]. Moreover, the malicious ONU could
eventually obtain the encryption keys and be able to decrypt
the downstream transmission of a victim ONU, as well.
Therefore, several measurements and practical tests were
performed to discover, if such situation is possible to emerge
and if so, under what conditions. Tests were made in our
EPON laboratory (Ethernet PON network) with the use of
various passive splitters, fibers and optical spectrometers and
power meters to explore and describe this situation.

Fig. 2. The results of reflection measurement on a PLC passive splitter.

It is obvious that the PLC splitter has a good directivity and
even the reflections caused by the dirty connector are not
detectable (the level of optical noise is lower than -70 dBm).
The same measurements were performed also with a fused
type of passive splitter. These splitters contain short optical
fibers fused together. Their parameters of directivity and ORL
are typically worse in comparison with PLC splitters.

II. PRACTICAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
First, optical components in our laboratory workplace were
used to create a simple PON infrastructure. While there are
several minimum and maximum limits of attenuation, ORL
and other parameters, which the ODN must meet for correct
operation of PON, for testing optical fiber with the length of
1.6 km, several short optical patchcords with SC/APC
connectors, PLC optical splitter (planar), fused optical splitter
and optical spectrometer were chosen. The resulting test
optical distribution network is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Reflections detected in upstream transmission in case of using a fused
optical splitter.

As opposed to the first measurement, there are several
detectable reflections of the upstream traffic from a fused
optical splitter. They are caused by the worse splitter’s
directivity together with the reflections caused by a dirty
optical connector. Their optical level is not enough for a
malicious ONU to be able to obtain victim’s data in this case,
however, by using appropriate optical amplifier (e.g. SOA
amplifier) their optical level could be enhanced thus making
the reflections readable.
The results described above clearly illustrate that in case of
using fused passive splitters, the upstream traffic of
neighboring ONUs can be detected. This can subsequently
result in a potentially dangerous situation, because the
upstream traffic also contains encryption keys used for
downstream transmission.

Fig. 1. Experimental workplace of EPON for analyzing possible reflections in
the upstream ONU traffic.

The first measurement was performed with standard PLC
passive optical splitter with the splitting ratio 1:2. The output
connector of the splitter was soiled to increase the reflections.
We tried to simulate the situation from practical applications
of optical cables and patchcords, which can be possibly soiled
usually by a dust and human fingerprints due to their frequent
usage. The connector we used in our experiment is a SC/APC
type on the splitter’s side and SC/PC on OLT’s and ONU’s
side. This scenario is given by the connector types used by the
manufacturers of used optical components. The APC
connector has usually higher ORL in practice and the results
of our measurements could be slightly different if we use only
SC/APC connectors. This is one of the possible future tasks in
our research. According to the datasheet, the directivity of the
splitter should be better than 55 dB and the return loss better
than 55 dB. Fig. 2 presents the results that were obtained from
an optical spectrometer.

III. CONCLUSION
This paper presented investigation of possible upstream data
eavesdropping by exploiting reflections caused by dirty optical
connectors (interfaces) and passive splitters with lower
directivity. The results demonstrate that using the fused type
of passive splitters in PONs can cause a potential risk of
possible upstream traffic eavesdropping, whereas the modern
PLC splitters with high directivity offer a good immunity to
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potential reflections and passive eavesdropping. The upstream
traffic also usually contains encryption keys for a downstream
transmission thus this threat should be taken seriously.
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Model of impairment aware routing algorithm
for Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching
Milos Kozak, Leos Bohac
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Department of telecommunication technology, Czech Technical
University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic
it introduces a lot of new problems such as a need of
wavelength switching mechanisms. In networks where
interconnecting fibers are too long that fiber properties affect
signal propagating routing algorithms must be extended to
take these physical properties into account. Wavelength
switching in WDM was at the beginning managed manually
using optical add drop multiplexers (OADMs) and later by
reconfigurable OADMs (ROADMs) allowing automatic
lightpath setup. ROADMs allow to avoid OEO in the whole
optical network. Such network is generally called an alloptical network (AON). AONs need management because the
main optically switched part can transmit the light only.
However, there is a variety of mechanisms used in traditional
OEO based networks for management. One of the most
massively used carrier grade networking framework is multiprotocol label switching (MPLS). Because of AON MPLS was
extended to generalized version it does not rely on Ethernet
frames and Internet Protocol (IP) packets only. The
generalized version of MPLS is called GMPLS and allows
switching of IP packets; Ethernet frames; time domain
multiplex (TDM) frames used for voice transmission in
synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) and newly is
supplemented by the Wavelength Switching Optical Network
(WSON) framework allowing incorporation of ROADMs into
design of GMPLS network. GMPLS enables switching and
routing on first three layers of OSI reference model. Switching
abilities of GMPLS are depicted on Fig. 1.

Abstract— This paper deals with impairment aware routing
and wavelength assignment problem in all optical networks. It
provides information about current state of the art of GMPLS
impairment aware interface for patch computation. The paper
gives suggestion to use OMNeT++ simulation tool for evaluation
of routing and wavelength assignment problem especially in its
enhanced version encompassing physical properties of fibers. The
paper discusses nonexistence of models for simulations of
impairment aware routing and wavelength assignment problem
and thus suggests a model that could fulfill the gap. The model
implementation is clearly described and mathematical evaluation
of fiber model is provided. The evaluation is based on attenuation
of fiber that causes optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) and
consequently bit error rate (BER) degradation. Evaluation is
made using Artis OptSim simulator and OMNeT++.
Measurement of BER is carried out using both simulators and
results are compared. The correlation of results verifies that
model is correct. The following discussion provides information
about additional model extension and calculations of impairment
aware routing and wavelength assignment problem for
Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching framework.
Index Terms—Impairment aware, wavelength switching,
Generalized MPLS, Simulations, OMNeT++

O

I. INTRODUCTION

PTICAL communication systems are growing in
importance today. It is caused by rapid growth of a
variety of new services deployed onto smart mobile phones,
triple play and bandwidth growth of DSL for residential, high
Internet penetration and a variety of new traffic demanding
services. A few years ago the penetration was so high that it
was not possible to handle it by the contemporary systems and
therefore some improvements were introduced. In the
beginning only wavelength division multiplex (WDM) as a
way for fiber multiple use was implemented but now we are
facing the problem of high power consumption of
transmission systems due to excessively used opticalelectrical-optical (OEO) conversion [1]. These systems are
point-to-point using lasers at output ports and detectors at
input ports. Each laser consumes a lot of energy and the way
how to make this more efficient is to use only one laser for the
whole lightpath from a starting edge node to the terminating
edge node of transmission systems. All optical lightpath can
reduce power consumption significantly but on the other hand

Fig. 1. GMPLS switching hierarchy.

Currently GMPLS framework does not use physical
properties of fibers along the lightpath for path computation
best knowledge. There are some IETF documents [2]
addressing the problem of routing and wavelength assignment
(RWA), IETF draft documents on the topic of impairment
aware interface [3] describe three types of calculation
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mechanisms taking into account impairments of optical fibers
along a lightpath. GMPLS impairment aware interface [3]
allows each GMPLS node to gather and keep current data
about physical properties of each fiber between any of two
GMPLS nodes in the AON. Based on up-to-date data each
GMPLS node can calculate lightpath using impairment aware
(IA) RWA [4],[5] algorithm. The reasonable way of IA-RWA
evaluation is through simulations. This paper presents
calculations using event driven simulator OMNeT++ which
was designed and proven for simulations of complex
communication systems. Simulator allows easy model
deployment and tests in current systems. This way valuable
feedback can be obtained.
The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives
overview of current state of problem in viewpoint of
simulation frameworks. Chapter 3 outlines information about
simplifications made to the traditional optical simulators in the
fiber model used in our simulation. Chapter 4 contains
evaluation of presented fiber module. Results from the model
are compared with results from Artis OptSim. Chapter 5
discusses model implementation and future extension.

and nonlinear terms that are important in WDM systems [8]
will be considered, but model presented in this paper does not
take into consideration a nonlinear part. A linear phenomenon
like the group velocity is calculated from fiber parameters
such as the core index of refraction (3).
(3)
where n stands for core index of refraction, c for velocity of
light and e stands for a fiber length. Attenuation effect of a
fiber is obtained from (4). Equation (4) models amplitude
weakening introduced by a fiber with different length. It
means that ingress signal’s amplitude is decreased by a factor
of α multiplied by length of the fiber.
(4)
A is intensity of electric field and α is the fiber attenuation
coefficient. Equation (4) is used for OSNR evaluation that is
consequently converted into BER by (5) for on-off keying and
(6) binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature phase
shift keying (QPSK).

II. RELATED WORK
Several algorithms for dynamic lightpath establishment
have been already proposed and some simulation frameworks
were used in literature but they are not publicly available.
There is only one well known public available model of
GMPLS node [6]. Its WSON extension is proposed in work
[7]. This model uses shortest path algorithm for routing
decisions and the wavelength blocking ratio is used for a
calculation of network metric (1), (2). In this model, the firstfit method for the lambda election is used at each egress port.
The work [7] extends metric (1) to (2), because it has a better
performance but (1) is used in a case of low traffic load where
it scales well.

(5)
(6)
For general M-state quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) model implements estimation of symbol error ratio
(SER) (7). SER is not evaluated in this article.

(1)
,

(7)

(2)
IV. MODEL EVALUATION

where w stands for metric, λd stands for amount of currently
available wavelengths in the fiber and λC stands for total
amount of available wavelengths at the egress port. A number
of wavelengths is given by a spectral grid. Currently GMPLS
node model implementation [7] considers only wavelength
constraint, but an impairment aware extension is not
introduced at all. For comfortable IA-RWA evaluation in
OMNeT++ a model of optical fiber is needed and the
following text describes important steps verifying model
relevance for further use of IA-RWA evaluation.

The model evaluation is a three step process. It involves direct
BER estimation based on (5)-(7) directly in the proposed
model, verification of BER based on significantly long bit
stream and Artis OptSim fiber model which is used as
reference because of its accurate mathematical model based on
NLSE. Simulation network used in Artis Optsim is depicted in
Fig. 3. OMNeT++ test network is depicted in Fig. 2. Network
consists of traffic generator gen and a traffic consumer sink.
Model sink evaluates incoming packets transmitted from gen
and prepares statistics based on it. The model evaluation is
based on a change of fiber length from 0 km to 180 km that
introduces attenuation of transmitted signal and as a result
reduction of OSNR. The simulation was also carried out in
Artis OptSim. Fiber parameters are outlined in Table I. These
parameters are based on standard ITU-T G.652.A [9] which

III. OMNET++ MODEL OBJECTIVES
Due to the existence of the mathematical description of light
propagation in an optical fiber the above mentioned model can
be created. In the propagation model of light in fiber a linear
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defines properties of optical fibers that are generally used in
telecommunication networks.
TABLE I
SIMULATION FIBER PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

α 1310
α 1550
λ0min
λ0max
S0max

0.5 dB/km
0.4 dB/km
1300 nm
1324 nm
0.092 ps/nm2 × km

Fig. 4. BER estimation carried out from Artis OptSim and OMNeT++ fiber
model for two different optical modulations.

V. FUTURE WORK
The previous chapter proves validity of the model and its
usefulness for further research of IA-RWA. The validity is
crucial because the model is going to be used for verification
of mathematical algorithms taking into account BER, OSNR +
Margin, PMD and Q-factor according [3]. Authors of this
paper plan to further evaluate end-to-end delay as one of
important parameters especially affecting transmission of
voice centric services. Very important approach which authors
are going to work on is a problem of network reachability on
three different layers: transparent, opaque and wavelength
tunable with course distribution of wavelength tuners (WR)
and 3R regenerators. It must be mentioned that 3R
regenerators introduce delay which is crucial for signaling and
can lead to network misconfiguration but it extends the system
reach and breaks the wavelength constraint. WR are lowering
blocking probability in an AON but very expensive currently.
Regarding these facts it is very interesting to evaluate accurate
positions of these nodes in AON from viewpoint of theirs
efficiency.

Fig. 2. Essential OMNeT++ simulation network consisting of traffic
generator, sink and fiber model.

Fig. 3. Testing setup, consisting of traffic generator, fiber under test and
resolution part.

Artis Optsim simulations are carried out using optical spectral
analyzers (OSA). These OSAs are additionally used for signal
supervision.
OSAs are very important for simulation supervision
because they offer a first look at signal properties for different
fiber length, ie. simulation steps. Artis OptSim BER
estimation accuracy was directly monitored step-by-step using
eye diagram and Q factor (8).

VI. CONCLUSION

(8)

Results of the model allow development and re-usage in
extensive network simulations. Benefit of this model is that it
can be used similarly to the model handling in Matlab.
Another benefit of presented model is that it can be used in
simulations of IA-RWA problem and along that it can be used
for data transmission in data communication systems
implemented by inet framework for OMNeT++ which
provides for example Ethernet or any other Link layer
protocols. Employment of IA-RWA can significantly improve
transmission parameters such as bitrate or end-to-end delay.
This topic is very interesting for future optical systems.
Uniqueness of fiber model presented here is that it
introduces a transmission delay that depends on the length of
the fiber or even lightpath which is not general feature in
commercial optical simulators. Also the propagation time of a
burst is calculated based on its length and modulation speed
and format generated by the traffic generator.

where I1 means level of logical 1, l0 means level of logical
0, σ1 means deviation of level 1 and σ0 means deviation of
level 1.
(9)
The graph depicted in Fig. 4. is constructed from measured
data given by Artis OptSim and a new OMNeT++ model. It is
clear from the graph for OOK the modulation accuracy for the
new OMNeT++ model and Artis OptSim model. On the other
hand BPSK modulation results does not reach high relevance
to Artis OptSim like OOK but the difference is in degree of
1-20 and 1-40 which both means 0 in real systems. This
assumption is given by sensitivity and by technical resources
of marketed systems. Important part in degree less than 1-9 is
approximated correctly.
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Dispersion Compensating Photonic Crystal
Fiber with Defected Core
S. Kraus, K. O. Botah, M. Lucki
Department of Telecommunications Engineering, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical
University in Prague, 166 27 Prague, Czech Republic
In another paper [2], a dual-concentric design with
a dispersion value of -1120 ps.km-1.nm-1 at 1550 nm is
proposed. The low dispersion value shown in the paper is only
achieved in a very narrow wavelength range (approx. 20 nm),
which makes it unsuitable for GVD compensation purposes in
modern optical transmission systems. A remarkable note
regarding the utilization of a doping technique is stated in
paper [2] — high values of refractive index (1.5-2.8) of doped
cores should not be considered due to their unsuitability for
application in real optical systems. Further problems related to
other proposed DCF designs, are values of geometrical
parameters (e.g. pitch), as a precision of a hundredth of a µm
is expected [3]. In that paper, a DCF design incorporating
different sizes of holes and pitches among different rings,
effectively increasing the number of parameters of the design,
was also presented.
A promising simple design layout of a DCF is shown in the
paper published by S. Mohammadnejad and N. Ehteshami [4].
Such a fiber design consists of a hexagonal lattice, which is
modified by introducing a hole, smaller in comparison with
the other holes, into the core of the Index Guiding Photonic
Crystal Fiber (IGPCF). Nevertheless, the proposed parameters
are difficult to meet from the fabrication point of view. Hence,
a further study of the dependencies of the fiber's dispersion
characteristics has been conducted and an optimization of
parameters performed. Both are presented in the Results
section of this paper.

Abstract— The goal of this paper is to present a dispersion
compensating fiber design, based on the index-guiding photonic
crystal fiber, which can be considered for potential fabrication.
Dispersion characteristics of the proposed fiber are investigated
with a focus on the potential chromatic dispersion compensation
of conventional single-mode fibers.
Index Terms—Photonic Crystal Fiber, chromatic dispersion,
dispersion compensation fiber.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

INCE the emergence of Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs),
they have promised a next evolutionary step in the
compensation of positive Group Velocity Dispersion (GVD),
cumulated along the optical line in a single-mode fiber (SMF).
This premise is based on their unique dispersion properties,
incomparable with conventional step-index SMFs. A variety
of fiber structural parameters allow one to design a Dispersion
Compensating Fiber (DCF) with suitable dispersion
characteristics. This flexibility of dispersion characteristics
can be further extended by an appropriate choice of the fiber's
background material and even of the material compounding
microstructures, since these two parameters influence material
dispersion. Considering a potential DCF usable for
compensation of GVD in a wide range of wavelengths,
caution should be taken in selecting the values of the fiber
parameters, which provides the fiber with steady
characteristics over the assumed wavelength range. This
requirement is even strengthened if the proposed DCF is
designed for potential fabrication, as the current state of
fabrication technology has to be taken into account.

III. METHOD
The results presented in this paper were obtained using the
full vectorial Finite Difference Frequency Domain method [5].
This method enables solving of mode profiles and provides
information about the effective modal index neff. Knowledge
of the effective modal index can be used to compute GVD
expressed as the dispersion coefficient D

II. RELATED WORKS
A high negative dispersion is desired, if a PCF is designed
for the compensation of GVD. Negative dispersion can be
obtained by different design approaches. In particular, dual
concentric cores with utilization of the mode coupling effect,
highly doped core, or small microstructures are commonly
used fiber layouts. Nevertheless, some negative aspects of the
potential fabrication of such designs may arise. Selected
examples are provided in this section.
As noted in paper [1], submicrometer holes are hard to
fabricate, and therefore, they should be avoided in the design.

D=!

2
! " Re {neff } 1
,
c
"! 2
L

(1)

where λ is wavelength, c speed of light in vacuum, and L
stands for length of fiber. Furthermore, Dispersion Slope (DS)
S can be computed as a derivative of D with respect to
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wavelength as in (2).

compensation of a SMF.

S = !D / !!

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF INVESTIGATED PCF

(2)

The effectiveness of compensation of GVD, cumulated in
a SMF along the optical line, and compensation of DS can be
expressed by (3)-(4). Lower indices of DCF denote
compensating fiber, whereas symbols without indices are
pertinent to the compensated SMF.

LD + LDCF DDCF = 0
LS + LDCF SDCF = 0

Symbol

Quantity/Description

Value

Nr
Λ
d
d/Λ
dc/Λ
n
λ

number of rings (-)
pitch (µm)
hole diameter (µm)
normalized hole diameter (-)
normal. hole diameter of the core hole (-)
refractive index of solid material (-)
operating wavelength (nm)

5
1.4
1
0.714
0.4
1.444
1.55

(3)
150

(4)

def. core PCF
IGPCF

)

0

ï1

Dispersion (ps.km

RDS = SDCF / DDCF = S / D

50

ï1

Based on (3)-(4), a definition of the Relative Dispersion
Slope (RDS) can be obtained (5). Ideally, values of SMF and
DCF are equal, which means ideal compensation.

.nm

100

(5)

The simulations were conducted in a wavelength range
covering not only currently used optical bands (S, C, L) for
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), but also over
bands (e.g. U), which might be used in the future. A solid
material of the proposed PCF has a refractive index n of 1.444
at 1550 nm. Microstructures in the PCF are formed by air of
refractive index n=1.

ï50
ï100
ï150
ï200
ï250
ï300
600

800

1000

1200
1400
Wavelength (nm)

1600

1800

2000

Fig. 2. Chromatic dispersion of IGPCF and investigated PCF fiber with a
small hole in the core

Parametric sweeping is useful in determining the
redundancy inherited in the fiber design. Fig. 3 depicts
dispersion characteristics with the hole diameter as
a parameter. The best resistance to change of dispersion
characteristics with a change in parameter value is assured, if
the hole is chosen to have a value of 1 µm, because of the
difference in values between the neighboring curves. This
parameter choice should be taken, despite the fact, that GVD
is lowest for the hole size of 0.8 µm. Moreover, the dispersion
curves for the different value of the hole diameter intersect at
certain wavelengths as depicted in Fig. 3. This happens, if the
different mode profiles exhibit the same waveguide dispersion
properties.

IV. RESULTS
Introduction of a small air hole into the solid core of an
IGPCF, significantly alters the mode field profile, as in Fig.1.
Due to the presence of the small hole, which resembles
a barrier to the propagating light, the mode field is extended to
the first ring of microstructures.

50
d=0.8 µm
d=0.9 µm
d=1.0 µm
d=1.1 µm
d=1.2 µm

.nm

ï100

ï1

ï50

Dispersion (ps.km

ï1

)

0

Fig. 1. Modal field profile of IGPCF (a) and PCF with air hole in the core (b).

This change in mode field profile is reflected in the
waveguide dispersion, thus dispersion characteristics of the
compared fibers are different, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Both
fibers have the same geometrical parameters, specified in
Table I. In the case of the PCF with a hole in the core,
dispersion characteristic has a negative DS of approx.
-25 ps.km-1.nm-2 in the range of 1200-1800 nm wavelengths.
Such a characteristic is suitable for the dispersion

ï150
ï200
ï250
ï300
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800

1000

1200
1400
Wavelength (nm)

1600

1800

2000

Fig. 3. Dependency of GVD on wavelength with hole diameter as a parameter
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PARAMETERS OF OPTIMIZED PCF
Symbol

Quantity/Description

Value

Nr
Λ
d
d/Λ
dc/Λ
n
λ

number of rings (-)
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hole diameter (µm)
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refractive index of solid material (-)
operating wavelength (nm)

7
1.6
1
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Fig. 4. Resulting RDS after optimization process (closer values mean better
compensation capabilities)

The proposed fiber exhibits a RDS value, which is close to
the SMF in the wavelength range of 1510-1565 nm, where the
difference in RDS is below 10%. At the 1550 nm wavelength,
the compensated SMF has a target RDS value of 0.0033 nm-1,
whereas the PCF has a value of 0.0035 nm-1.
A positive aspect of the proposed fiber is its low value of
confinement loss equal to 0.03 dB.km-1 at 1550 nm.
V. CONCLUSION
A PCF with a linear negative dispersion characteristic is
presented. It is shown from numerical results that by
optimization of the geometrical parameters an optimal RDS
can be achieved. Although, a future work could focus on
better implementation of the proposed fiber for better effective
mode area properties that could be achieved by optimization
of the lattice structure.
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Advanced testing of multimedia services in
GEPON networks
Jan Latal, Petr Koudelka, Petr Siska, Jan Vitasek, Jan Skapa, Vladimir Vasinek
Department of Telecommunications, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, VSB Technical University of Ostrava, 17.listopadu 15/2172, 708 33 Ostrava-Poruba, Czech Republic
demand on quality and extent of network topology with a view
to servicing and monitoring. All services have their own
critical parameters. Therefore is necessary to set correct
setting and guarantee of the quality of services (QoS) in
network topology by proper choice of network active
elements. With QoS we are able to define bandwidth for
individual services thereby solve problems with jitter, latency
and packet loss. The measurement was then realized in the
“Laboratory of optical access network”, which is placed in
building of Department of Telecommunications, Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, VSB –
Technical University of Ostrava. The VoIP, IPTV services,
theoretical analysis of critical parameters for voice signals and
video streams are described in the following parts. In the other
parts there are described methods of simulation, setting of
VoIP and IPTV services for measurement in optical access
network GEPON topology. The measurement results and
future measurement in other optical networks are summarized
in the conclusion.

Abstract— The article deals with the testing of multimedia
services in GEPON networks by using special equipment
IxChariot, which simulates traffic for individual services and
measure the QoS parameters. Gradually, were from available
xPON networks (GEPON networks), created various topologies
and the quality of triple play multimedia services was tested. The
advanced measurement devices were used for verification of
simulation results made by IxChariot device during tests.
Index Terms — triple play, network, IxChariot, GEPON,
VoIP, QoS.

I. INTRODUCTION
he requirements of end users on sufficient internet
connection increased markedly in the last years. The
providers have to find technologies, which are able to
guarantee stability and high-quality high-speed connection.
Nowadays technologies like xDLS, Wi-Fi – wireless and wire
technologies do not satisfy to connection needs of end users,
therefore the optical networks began to be used in greater
extent. These optical networks, which were at first built only
in backbone nets, were brought to end users thanks to access
networks. According to the position of optical fiber
termination the optical networks are classified into FTTx
(Fiber To The x), where x means position of optical fiber end.
The providers are mostly constructing passive optical
networks (PON) due to financial demand on build-up. Optical
access networks showed a great progress and now they are
able to provide data rates in orders of Gbit/s. Above all the
optical access networks based on Ethernet are used within
EPON, GEPON. The optical access networks EPON and
GEPON use time multiplex. For downstream is used TDM
time multiplex (Time Division Multiplex) and for upstream is
used TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), which means
time multiplex with multiple access of several users to shared
optical fiber. The new generation of passive optical networks
brought benefit of more effective utilization of optical fibers
bandwidth. They use wavelength division multiplex (WDM),
which allows parallel transmission of more wavelengths in
one optical fiber. These optical networks are called WDM
PON. When building-up of optical hierarchy for end user the
provider has to choose efficient structure of network and
possibilities of triple play services setting. This means setting
of telephone centers, multimedia servers, which yields high

T

II. TRIPLE PLAY
Triple Play offers three basic services: voice transmission
(Voice over IP), video transmission (IPTV) and broadband
Internet access. Advance and distribution of broadband access
networks for end-users is revolution in offering voice and data
services as IPTV, Video on Demand, video calls and playing
online games. In other words it means more services and more
devices, but only one network, one provider and one account.
The providers offering the triple play services can be much
better choice for end users, then providers offering only one
service. This can be seen in broadband Internet connection,
where services and prices are more favorable for end-users
using Triple Play provider.
III. INTERNET PROTOCOL TELEVISION
Analog transmission of TV is ending nowadays; digital
transmission is already working and is widely spread to
customers. Digital television transmission has few variants:
satellite television (DVB-S, DVB-S2), cable television (DVBC), terrestrial television (DVB-T) or mobile television
transmission (DVB-H). Another way how to watch TV is
technology called IPTV (Internet Protocol Television). The
television broadband is compressed by some of few possible
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codecs and compression types in IPTV, as listed in following
table 1.

m2
,
(2)
MSE
where m is the maximum value, which pixel can obtain.
PSNR  10 log

B. SSIM
SSIM (Structural Similarity Index) is a new method for
measurement of similarity between two images. SSIM was
designed with the aim of improving methods such as PSNR
and MSE, which showed to be inconsistent with the
perception of the human eye. To express the structural
similarity between two video signals x and y is used following
relation:

Fig. 1. IPTV infrastructure

Input video signal can be analog or digital. Analog signal is
digitalized and compressed using right compression type. For
IPTV transmission, UDP (User Datagram Protocol), RTP
(Real-time Transport Protocol) or IGMP (Internet Group
Management Protocol) protocols are usually used.



IxChariot is testing tool for realtime application simulation.
It can predict and load system using realistic conditions.
IxChariot allows considering performance characteristics of
any application running under wired or wireless network. It
supports TCP, UDP, RTP, IPX, SPX, IPv4, IPv6 protocols and
many VoIP codecs (G.711, G.723, G.726, G.729), it can also
simulate applications as Telnet, FTP, ICQ, etc. When using
IxChariot, two computers with installed Endpoints are needed,
as they are simulating end-devices, e.g. phones or TV.
TABLE I

Bit rate [Mbps]

MPEG-2
MPEG-4/H.264
MPEG-2
MPEG-4/H.264

4-7
2 -3
18 - 20







(3)

In testing was used the same topology as during the
measurement with IxChariot analyzer. QoS values of 5 Mbps,
2.5 Mbps and 1 Mbps had been used. Output video sequence
was converted to lossy MPEG-2 compression, which was
transmitted through the aforementioned topology via RTP
protocol. Objective quality analysis was performed using the
MSU Video Quality Measurement Tool. The results are
described in the following figures 3, 4 and 5.

SDTV - Standard-definition television; HDTV - Standard-definition
television; MPEG - Motion Picture Experts Group; H.264 - AVC (Advanced
Video Coding).

V. OBJECTIVE QUALITY MEASUREMENT
This method uses mathematical relations to express the image
quality or the quality of video signal. Objective methods are
simpler, faster and cheaper than the subjective methods. The
test is performed by comparing original image frames against
a compressed image version with degraded signal quality.
A. MSE a PSNR
MSE (Mean Square Error) is the mean square error of the
received signal against the original [1]:
1 M 1N 1
2
MSE 
xij  yij ,
(1)


MN i 0 j 0





C. Using of objective quality measurement method
Figure 2 represents the video sequence, which is computer
processed in digital form. Sequence duration was
approximately 20 s, which is the optimum time to load the
video sequences during streaming. Parameters selected for the
video sequences were as follows
 format: VOB
 resolution: 720x576 px
 sides ratio: 4:3
 time: 19s
 frames rate: 25fps
 video type: PAL
 audio format: AC3
 bit rate: 4,3 Mbps

CODECS AND COMPRESSION TYPES ARE USED IN IPTV

Compression type



where l (x, y) compares the signal brightness, c (x, y)
compares the signal contrast and s (x, y) measures the
structural signal correlation.

IV. IXCHARIOT ANALYZER

Transmission
quality
SDTV
SDTV
HDTV
HDTV



SSIM x, y   l x, y  c x, y  s x, y  ,



Fig. 2: Original video sequence.

where x is the original image, y is the received image, i, j are
elements of the image matrix, M is the quantity of pixels in the
image height, N is the quantity of pixels in the image width.
MSNR (Peak Signal-to-noise ratio) is the most widely used
objective quality measurement. The signal in this case is the
original sequence and the noise is an error. PSNR represents
the ratio between the highest value of the signal against MSE
and is given in decibels (typically in range of 30 to 40 dB):
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TABLE II

SET QOS AND MEASURED PARAMETERS

Fig. 3: QoS = 5 Mbps, PSNR = 21,47 dB, SSIM = 0,55.

Bit rate
[Mbps]

Average
throughput

Average
Delay
Factor

Avg MLR
[media frame
per second]

Average
Jitter

Packet
Loss

50

3,749

2

0

0

0

25

3,749

2

0

0

0

10

3,749

2

0

0

0

5

3,749

3

0

0

0

2,5

2,363

13

920,752

0,719

36,92

1

0,944

32

1 861,241

0,308

74,76

0, 512

0,471

170

2 166,683

1

87,33

network protocol. VoIP service enables cheaper calling in
Ethernet networks than classic analog telephones. By the help
of VoIP it is possible to transmit other services like fax or
sending short text and voice messages. The telephone center
can be created by software application Asterisk. Except IP
protocol it uses VoIP and other protocols e.g. RTP, UDP,
TCP/IP, SIP, H. 323, MGCP, RTCP or SDP. There are used
two types of packets for VoIP i.e. signal and user. User packet
carry useful data in form voice samples. For signalization
there are used SIP and H.323 protocols.
Protocol H.323 is used for transmission of signalization of
transport layer of OSI model called TCP, which in case packet
loss guarantees message delivery by retransmission. SIP
protocol allows using one of these protocols UDP or TCP at
the transport layer. UDP, unlike TCP does not guarantee
delivery of data; therefore the SIP defines resending of
messages in the absence of a message delivery confirmation.
Losses are therefore reflected in higher transmission delay for
both protocols, but with the exception of link failure the
message delivery is guaranteed. SIP also allows using of TLS
(Transport Layer Protocol), which ensures the security of
signaling messages. Voice samples are encoded/decoded using
the codecs, such as G. 711, G. 726, G. 729, G. 723.1, GSM,
iLBC, Speex.
Individual codecs varies in bit rate of data and compression
type of voice samples. The main problems occur with packets
that transmit voice samples. These packets are transmitted
using UDP, which ensure only possibility to address specific
applications within the target IP address and the integrity of
transmitted data using the CRC. Each voice packet can be lost
or delivered multiple times. Their order can be mixed up. RTP
protocol provides specific services for voice and video
samples transmission, defines information about the sample
type, time, and the order of individual samples. In order to
guarantee sufficient quality of the call, the packets must be
delivered lossless (packet loss), with an overall low delay
(latency) and with low variation of delay (jitter).
According to fact that VoIP communicates in real-time, it
was necessary to set up measurement of VoIP service quality.
Most used methods for evaluation quality of VoIP service are
MOS (Mean Opinion Score) and E-model. There are two ways
how to make quality measurement – active, or passive.
Active way of measuring sends known voice sample to
network from one end-point to another end-point. End-point in
role of receiver compares sample with original one and sends

Fig. 4: QoS = 2,5 Mbps, PSNR = 8,94 dB, SSIM = 0,32.

Fig. 5: QoS = 1 Mbps, PSNR = 8,31 dB, SSIM = 0,22.

From the measured values is evident that reducing of the bit
rate leads to decreasing of values of objective methods
parameters. When bit rate is limited by the QoS below the
codecs standard bit rate, then parameters of objective methods
showed a lower image and video signal quality.
VI. MEASUREMENT OF IPTV QUALITY USING IXCHARIOT
Measurement was specified on QoS impact on IPTV quality
in Triple Play service. Topology used for measurement is on
the following figure 6.

Fig. 6. Topology used for measurements

Topology was created to simulate real application of optical
access network. Seven measures were made on this topology
and for every measure QoS parameters was changed on OLT.
Short brief on results are shown on next table 2.
From this table is evident that connection bit rate lower than
5 Mbps can make a lot of troubles and would affect IPTV
quality a lot.
VII. DESCRIPTION OF VOICE SERVICE VOIP
Voice over IP is a service, which enables a voice
transmission in internet networks by IP (internet protocol)
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result of this comparing. This method is not suitable for realtime testing according to its computational complexity.
Passive methods don't use voice sample, because they are
usually used for measuring in real-time and built networks.
VIII. MEASURING VOIP QUALITY USING IXCHARIOT
ANALYZER

During measurement, two parameters of IP networks were
changing and their influence on VoIP quality were monitored.
The first parameter was QoS (Quality of Service), the second
one was packet loss simulated by Simena Network Emulator.
To find QoS influence on VoIP quality, the following scheme
was used (fig. 7):

Fig. 10. The dependence of VoIP quality (MOS) on packet loss in case of
G.711 codec.

As it is possible to see from graph, the limit of packet loss,
when the VoIP call using codec G.711 was still clearly
understandable, is 2%. Different result was obtained, when the
codec G.729 was used, because this codec has bit rate 8 kbps
only. (fig. 11):
Fig. 7. Measurement of QoS influence on VoIP call

4,5
4

As a result, QoS does not change quality of VoIP
transmission, as bit rate needed for VoIP transmission is quite
low. Results can be seen in following graph (fig. 8):

3,5

MOS

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

4,6

0,5

4,4

0
0,00%

4,2
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4

Fig. 11. Dependence of VoIP quality (MOS) on packet loss in case of G.729
codec.

3,8
3,6
3,4
3,2
3
50 Mb/s

IX. CONCLUSION
25 Mb/s

10 Mb/s

5 Mb/s

2,5 Mb/s

1 Mb/s

512 kb/s

From all these measurements it is possible to state, that IPTV
is more influenced by QoS and needs bigger bandwidth than
VoIP. VoIP can be provided on almost every IP network. With
higher requirements the higher bit rates are transmitted and
IPTV is also sensitive for packet loss. The VoIP codecs
demandingness varies in terms of bandwidth and therefore it is
important to be aware of that if the better codecs are deployed
in to the network is necessarily must to make sure that
sufficient reserves for the increase of network data stream
were ensured. In case of video stream is necessary to take into
account the same thing, but with the difference that with video
streams quality are not only growing a problems with
sufficient transmission network capacity, but also the video
server, which distributes data streams must be powerful
enough for the video signals processing.

QoS

Fig. 8. Measurement of QoS influence on VoIP call

In this measurement was used codec G.711 with 64 kbps bit
rate. Unfortunately, OLT provided for this measurement
doesn't allow setting of QoS bit rate lower than 512 kbps,
however lower rates would not change quality of VoIP
transmission.
In the next step was monitored, what will happen to VoIP
quality, if packet loss in IP network will change. Packet loss is
really important parameter that can rapidly reduce VoIP
quality. Measurements were made with two codecs, G.711 and
G.729. Following topology was used (fig. 9):

Fig. 9. Influence of packet loss on the VOIP

Results of the measured average values for the packet loss
influence on the quality of VoIP services for G.711 and G.729
codecs are shown on fig. 10, 11.
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Sharing of Fibers by Transmission Systems and
Open Photonic Transmission Systems
Josef Vojtěch, Stanislav Šíma, Lada Altmannová, Miloslav Hůla, Jan Radil and Pavel Škoda
CESNET z.s.p.o.
(2) 2.ct + cf < 2.ct + 2.cf

Abstract—The paper addresses motivation for and possible
options of fiber-sharing by more transmission systems.
Furthermore, the suitability of open photonic transmission
systems for this task is described.

Mentioned composition (operation of two systems over a
single fiber pair) brings only very slightly complicated
hardware in comparison with the hardware required for a
single fiber bidirectional transmission. The annualized
increase in price can be determined as less than 0.0015
EUR/meter/year from [2].
Furthermore, due to gradual exhaustion of the available
fiber plant, significant increase in prices of fiber rental
between “old” (from years after .com bubble bursts) and
“new” rentals can be observed. Where it is necessary to
operate multiple (2 or more) transmission systems over a
single fiber line, some kind of multiplex must be used. The
multiplex obviously causes that the total transmission capacity
is divided among the systems and therefore the capacity
available for separate systems is decreased. Nevertheless, the
present „ordinary“ transmission systems offer transmission of
88 channels in C band, each carrying up to 100Gbps of traffic,
see for example [3]. Also, transmission in L band
(transmission systems for L band are commercially available)
offers up to 80 additional channels. Furthermore, efficient
amplification for transmission in S band is also under
development, see e.g. [4] and commercially available devices
can achieve small signal gains up to 30 dB and output powers
up to 20 dBm.

Index Terms — DWDM transmission systems, fiber-sharing,
open photonic transmission systems, optical communications

T

I. INTRODUCTION

usage of fibers for data transmission has multiplied
transmission capacities several times and transmission
systems have developed from simple and static point-topoint into systems allowing complicated topologies with
dynamic addition/removal of channels or whole wave bands.
However, deployment of transmission systems is also limited
by high prices of new installations or rental of fibers. Fibersharing would allow simultaneous operation of more (typically
two) transmission systems over single fiber pair. Suitable
candidates for fiber sharing are open transmission systems that
offer unlimited and full access to the lowest layer of a network
(in the sense of the ISO/OSI model [1], [9]).
HE

II. FIBER-SHARING BY TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
A rental of long distance fibers is rather expensive [2].
Another situations can be found where it looks reasonable to
run more (typically two) transmission system simultaneously
over the same fiber pair. For example, there could be no
additional unused fiber pair available. Typically, annualized
cost coefficient of a transmission system ct is lower than the
cost coefficient of annual fiber rental cf. In [2] average cf of
0.5 EUR/meter/year can be found.
From the same source it can be determined annualized cost
coefficient of transmission system (4 year amortization is
assumed) ct about 0.12 EUR/meter/year for commercial
transmission systems and from 0.035 to 0.047 EUR/meter/year
for open transmission systems. These numbers apply for 10
Gbps transmission system with traditional all optical
chromatic dispersion compensation.
Thus it can be stated:

Band
O band
E band
S band
C band
L band
U band

Description

Wavelength Range
original
1260 to 1360 nm
extended
1360 to 1460 nm
short wavelengths
1460 to 1530 nm
conventional ("erbium window") 1530 to 1565 nm
long wavelengths
1565 to 1625 nm
ultra-long wavelengths
1625 to 1675 nm

Tab. 1. Transmission bands overview

With a given fiber pair, the first possibility is to multiplex in
space. Obvious solution is each fiber from the fiber pair hosts
one single bidirectional system, see Fig 1. CESNET has long
experience with fiber sharing between directions in single
fiber bidirectional transmission systems that are being
deployed since 2002. In 2006 the 10 Gbps DWDM
bidirectional transmission with no inline equipment has been

(1) 0 < ct < cf
Obviously, it is more reasonable to operate two systems
over a single fiber pair than two systems over two fiber pairs.
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reported over 210km, see [10]. Today these systems are in
operation over more than 900 km of fiber lines.
The isolation of the systems is perfect but the solution is
limited to 2 systems only (blue and red on Fig 1.) and the
availability of single fiber bidirectional systems is limited due
to very small number of vendors able to deliver such systems.
The operation principle of a bidirectional system is typically
based on sharing transmission spectrum between the two
directions and the total transmission capacity of a bidirectional
system is only one half of the traditional fiber pair system
capacity.
Spatial multiplex can be also achieved in few-mode or
multi-core fibers. In these fibers each mode or core carries one
data channel. Usage of these fibers is still under research, and
many potential challenges must be solved, e.g. cross-talk,
splicing, connectors, amplification. For more details see e.g.
[12], [13].
The second possibility is to multiplex over the optical
frequency spectrum. It allows operation of more systems than
two, but brings possible mutual influence between the
systems. An intuitive division of the transmission spectrum
appears to be a division according transmission bands where
the first transmission system uses one band and the second
system uses the other band. The mutual influence of the
transmission systems is relatively limited as each system uses
its own amplifiers, multiplexers and a supervisory channel.
Nevertheless, the nonlinear Raman interaction can play its role
in transfer of energy from higher frequency to lower frequency
channels.
T
x

S band

T
x

T
x

R
x

R
x

T
x

L band

Optical
power
Wavelength
Fig. 2.
Possible arrangement of transmission bands including their
supervisory channels

Another possible scenario is a division of one
transmission band into sub-bands. The mutual influence is of
the systems is higher than in the previous case. It can be
limited via guard-bands, but they cause waste of bandwidth.
Still another option is spectral interleaving of
channels of transmission systems. There is no waste of
bandwidth, but the mutual influence, via for example cross
phase modulation and four-wave mixing, can be an issue. The
last two scenarios represent a subset of a general scenario
deploying variable division of the transmission spectra that is
emerging with the availability of wavelength selective
switching devices working with dynamic spectrum allocation.
For this set of scenarios applies that it will be necessary to
harmonize supervisory channels of these systems so that they
do not collide with each other. The economy of the above
described intra-band solution (sub-bands, interleaving and
variable apportioning of spectrum inside a band) expressed in
CAPEX (capital expenditure) per channel can be worse than in
case of apportioning whole transmission bands due to wasted
bandwidth.

R
x

R
x

C band

III. OPEN TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS - RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
As ‘open’ here are considered the systems which are free to
additional development by users. An equivalent approach
applies for open software. The opposite case represents the
‘closed’ systems typically offered by traditional vendors,
where specifications are not publicly available. In case of open
systems, important improvements and adding of features can
be done by end users (i.e. researchers) or by third parties
without any limitations and obstacles. Some parallel can be
found in open software systems and it is (or it should be) up to
users whether open or closed system is preferred or, in other
words, what is more suitable for their ultimate goals. For more
details see [11].
The CESNET Association has quite long experience with
using dark fibers. The very first intercity link was acquired in
1999 [5]. Since then, CESNET has been aware of importance
of full access to dark fibers and its network has been planned
with this goal in mind – network should be based on dark fiber
wherever possible. This concept was first presented on the
Customer Empowered Fiber (CEF) networks workshop [6].
Later, CESNET started development of advanced optical
equipment to be deployed on some of CESNET's dark fiber
links. The two main reasons were better economy and to
secure technological advancement of its network.

Fig. 1. Two bidirectional transmission systems in operation over fiber pair

A good example can be coexistence of C and L band
systems over a single fiber pair. The systems are independent,
the just share the same fiber pair. With decreasing available
bandwidth in C and L bands, expansion of transmission
systems into S band can be expected and, based on this fact,
more possibilities of fiber-sharing on the band basis can be
expected. See Fig. 2. Supervisory channels of transmission
systems are shown with lower powers compared to data
channels.
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The open photonic systems have been in operation since 2004
in the Czech Republic, utilizing over 2660km of dark fibers
from the total of over 4000km. They also have been used
during international workshops and demonstrations, e.g. [7],
where all optical multicast of uncompressed HD streams has
been demonstrated. Gradually, many components of
transmission and photonic switching systems have been
developed [8] and their development still continues.
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A Nearly-Zero Ultra-Flattened Dispersion
Photonic Crystal Fiber with Low Confinement
Loss for Broadband Transmission Systems
R. Zeleny, K. Botah. M. Lucki
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague
zero dispersion can be of significant use in nonlinear optics,
especially in supercontinuum generation (SC). This was
investigated by K. P. Hansen in [6].
A parameter critical for telecommunication applications
of photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) is leakage or confinement
loss [6]. The presence of confinement loss is due to the finite
number of air holes that can be made in the fiber geometry.
As a result, all the PCF guided modes are leaky. For this
reason, the ratio between air hole diameter and the pitch
should be made large enough to confine light into the core,
and the number of rings around the core should be optimized.

Abstract—The presented paper describes a novel index guiding
photonic crystal fiber, in which its core is surrounded by air
holes with three different values of diameter. A nearly-zero
ultra-flattened dispersion photonic crystal fiber with low
confinement loss is presented. The simulation of the proposed
design was carried out using the finite difference frequency
domain method. From the numerical simulations, it can
be observed that ultra-flattened dispersion can be obtained
in the wavelength range of
–
with confinement
loss lower than
in the considered wavelength
range. Finally, an ultra-flattened curve with zero chromatic
dispersion at
was achieved by optimizing
the hole to hole spacing.
Index Terms—confinement loss, nearly-zero ultra-flattened
dispersion, photonic crystal fiber, zero chromatic dispersion

II. RELATED WORK

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent studies, dispersion flattened PCFs have been
obtained, for example, by the following fundamental
arrangements of PCF cross-sections:

A

N index guiding photonic crystal fiber (IG-PCF) [1]
consists of a solid glass region within a lattice of air
holes. It is designed with a low-index cladding region around
an un-doped silica core. IG-PCFs have been intensively
studied in recent years due to their novel optical properties,
not only for applications related to fundamental fiber optics.
IG-PCFs have been extensively investigated due to their
applicable properties, such as endlessly single mode regime of
operation [2], large mode area [1], engineered zero
dispersion [3], and ultra-flattened dispersion property, which
make those fibers attractive for advanced applications.
The value of dispersion plays a significant role in modern
optical high-speed transmission systems. It is responsible
for the spreading of light pulse causing inter-symbol
interference, and consequently, limiting the bit rate of optical
systems. There are two fundamental ways to transmit
broadband optical signals without dispersion. Either
a dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) is used at the receiver
side [4] to compensate dispersion, or dispersion is avoided
by the use of a fiber with zero chromatic dispersion in a wide
wavelength range along the entire length of the optical path.
However, a zero value of dispersion can be problematic
for a receiver, since undesirable nonlinear effects, such as
four-wave mixing can occur in the optical fiber [5]. Therefore,
nearly-zero ultra-flattened dispersion fibers are more
suitable for telecommunication applications. Nevertheless,

A. High-index doped core
The basic approach to achieve a flattened dispersion
characteristic is to dope the fiber’s core with a high-index
material. Y. L. Hoo et al. [8] report a study, where the
core was doped with
, which increases the final
core-index in the fiber design. A doped PCF with ultra-low
and ultra-flat dispersion variation of less than
over the band was theoretically
designed. However, fibers with a doped core imply significant
propagation losses that can be undesirable. Consequently,
there should be a trade-off between propagation loss
and the required dispersion characteristics in the actual fiber
design.
B. Reduced air holes diameter of the first ring
In the next approach, PCFs with reduced diameters of the air
holes belonging to the first and second rings were investigated
to obtain the desired dispersion characteristics.
N. M. Hai et al. [9] demonstrated the structure, which
successfully achieves flat-dispersion characteristics as well as
extremely
low
confinement
loss.
The
ultra-low
and ultra-flattened dispersion property with a total dispersion
value between
from
to
was investigated by introducing three rings
of elliptical air holes, positioned alternately perpendicular.
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The study of S. M. A. Razzak et al. [10] involved a simple
structure of octagonal PCF with one defected ring, which had
a relatively small air hole diameter for ultra-flattened
dispersion equal to
, which was
obtained within the
to
wavelength range.
Confinement loss was less than
.

The optimized fiber exhibits a very low confinement loss
equal to
due to the six outermost air hole rings.
Removing one of those rings results in a rapid increase
in confinement loss of the order of hundred, and dispersion
characteristics are changed. Nevertheless, by modifying
the innermost first and second ring air hole diameters,
the characteristics can be reverted to the initial one. High
accuracy in the fabrication process is critical in this design
because a change of about
highly affects the final
flattened dispersion characteristics. This is achieved
by the accurate tuning of all the above mentioned parameters,
which are summarized in Tab. 1.

C. Threefold symmetry core
A highly nonlinear PCF consisting of a triangular hybrid
core region, obtained by replacing four air holes with a central
germanium doped area and three fluorine doped regions was
recently proposed by K. P. Hansen [11]. The study
shows
that
ultra-flattened
dispersion
equal
to
can be achieved
in the
wavelength range, with confinement
loss of the proposed fiber being equal to
.
The presence of different dopants in the fiber offers new
possibilities to control dispersion and nonlinear coefficient.
Nevertheless, this advantage increases the technological effort
required in the fabrication process.
An improved structure has been reported by M. Chen
et al. [12], where the regions doped with a low index material
are substituted by air holes. Dispersion of the investigated
PCF is less than
and is larger than
, from
to
. Moreover,
confinement loss does not exceed
.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF PARAMETERS FOR THE PROPOSED IG-PCF
Parameter

Value

Dispersion D(1)
Core-index n
Loss L(1)
Pitch Λ
Hole diameter in 1st ring d1
Hole diameter in 2nd ring d2
Hole diameter d
Number of rings N

-0.08
SiO2
0.034
0.9
0.3378
0.684
0.86
8

Unit
ps · km-1 · nm-1
dB · km-1
μm
μm
μm
μm
-

(1)

For the considered wavelength of 1550 nm.

Fig. 2 illustrates the wavelength dependence of chromatic
dispersion for the proposed PCF presented in Fig. 1. It is
shown that ultra-flattened dispersion is maintained with
and
variations of the
optimized parameter, but there
are changes in the position of the initial characteristics.
The presented PCF is less sensitive to all the other geometrical
parameters reported in Tab. 1. It is therefore needless to show
these changes, since the same conditions should be applied
to them, as in the case of the
parameter during
the fabrication process. The wavelength range within which
the PCF’s ultra-flattened dispersion remains between
is
from
to
.

III. RESULTS

Dispersion D *ps/(nm · km)+

To create the model of a novel IG-PCF structure,
the full-vectorial Finite Difference Frequency Domain method
(FDFD), which was described by Zhu et al. [13], was
adopted. Consider the schematic cross-section structure
of the optimized IG-PCF, as shown in Fig. 1. It is composed
of air holes in the cladding region arranged in a hexagonal
array with a constant lattice pitch . The diameter of holes
in the first ring, denoted as
is the key design parameter
and the diameters of the second and remaining rings of air
holes are denoted as
and respectively.
y *μm+

6
-2 %
-1 %

4
2

Optimum

0
-2

+1 %
+2 %

-4
-6
1 250

1 350

1 450

1 550

1 650

Wavelength λ [nm]
x *μm+

Fig. 2. Nearly-zero ultra-flattened chromatic dispersion with fabrication
tolerances of
and
.

Fig. 1. Schematic cross-section and the fundamental mode field distribution
(right) of the investigated IG-PCF.
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Zero dispersion is achieved at
in Fig. 2, but
the wavelength of
is more suitable for modern
telecommunication
optics.
However,
by
adjusting
the parameters:
,
,
,
(all in
), it is possible to obtain zero value of dispersion
at
, as depicted in Fig. 3.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, two zero dispersion wavelengths
(ZDWs) are found in the modified fiber at the wavelengths
of
and
. Dispersion of the proposed
IG-PCF is less than
and larger than
between these ZDWs and exhibits
a very flattened curve over the
and
bands. Therefore,
the modified fiber should be suitable for nonlinear optics like
SC generation, rather than for telecommunication applications.
Moreover, by varying the mentioned geometrical parameters,
the position of ZDW could be tuned.

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

Dispersion D *ps/(nm · km)+

3
2,5

[11]

2

[12]

1,5
1

[13]

0,5
0

-0,5
1250

1350

1450

1550

1650

Wavelength λ [nm]
Fig. 3. Achieved chromatic dispersion of both presented IG-PCFs.
The dotted line represents the original fiber from Tab. 1. The solid line
shows the results after fiber modification with two achieved ZDWs.

IV. CONCLUSION
An IG-PCF with nearly-zero ultra-flattened dispersion,
and low confinement loss has been investigated and reported.
It has been shown that by modifying the geometrical
parameters in the cross-section of the presented structure,
the position of the zero dispersion wavelengths could
be tuned. The presented fiber is very sensitive to deviations
in geometry, and therefore high accuracy is required during
the fabrication process. As a result, deviations should be less
than
. Future work will focus on the proposal of a fiber,
immune to structural changes.
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Low Cost Free-Space Optical System and Its
Application
Pavel Lafata, Břetislav Bakala
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Department of
Telecommunication Engineering, Czech Republic
low cost FSO systems are available. One of the most famous
projects is RONJA (Reasonable Optical Near Joint Access),
which represents a typical open-source project for low cost
and affordable FSO system with limited transmission
parameters and functions. The complete documentation of the
project is available at [1].
This paper presents our investigation, which was focused on
the designing and realization of free space optical link (FSO)
implemented on the basis of the modified project RONJA. The
main goal was to design free space optical system with the
lowest cost possible and to implement several improvements
and upgrades [2]. The improvements concern mainly
constructional parameters, mechanical fixing system for
aiming and focusing the optical beam, internal lenses heating,
external powering and data connection etc. We also
implemented a diagnostic and monitoring module, which
enables remote monitoring and measuring of several
parameters, such as the level of optical received signal and
temperature of critical components. The firmware for
controlling the whole system can be uploaded remotely,
therefore it is possible to upgrade the system further.
The paper also describes practical remarks and experience
concerning installation and operation of the whole system.
Several photos and measured results are also attached to
demonstrate the characteristics of the optical link.

Abstract—This paper deals with the design and realization of
free space optical link (FSO) implemented on the basis of the
modified project RONJA. The main goal was to design free space
optical system with the lowest cost possible and to implement
several improvements and upgrades. The first part of this article
describes the basic blocks and their function, while the second one
presents a process of subsequent installation and practical
operation of a sample constructed at the Department of
Telecommunication Engineering, FEE, CTU in Prague. The
improvements concern mainly constructional parameters,
mechanical fixing system for aiming and focusing the optical
beam, internal lenses heating, external powering and data
connection etc. We also implemented a diagnostic and monitoring
module, which enables remote monitoring and measuring of
several parameters, such as the level of optical received signal and
temperature of critical components. The firmware for controlling
the whole system can be uploaded remotely, therefore it is
possible to upgrade the system further. This paper also contains
practical information and experience obtained during the
operation of a whole free space optical system.
Index Terms—Diagnostic Module, Free-Space Optics, Low
Cost Solution.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HE free space optic represents a specific solution for
modern local access data networks, especially in cities and
towns with tower blocks and skyscrapers. It usually offers high
speed data transmission similar to the standard optical fibers
technologies, however only for much shorter distances and
together with several limits. The transmission medium is a free
space environment, thanks to that no optical fibers and
problems and expenses with their installation are necessary, on
the other hand, there are several atmospheric phenomena and
parameters, which can negatively influence the transmission
parameters of the whole optical link. Modern professional free
space optics (FSO) systems can offer transmission speed up to
10 Gbps for distances of several kilometers together with
cutting edge technologies for optical beam aiming, auto
tracking, optical transmitting power controlling, monitoring
and remote diagnostic etc. However, these professional
systems are usually very expensive and are not very useful for
small local operators and internet providers. That’s why
several community projects for designing and realization of

II. DESCRIPTION OF REALIZED FSO SYSTEM
The realized optical link consists of two prototypes based on
RONJA project with several modifications and changes. These
modifications are useful especially for easier optical link
installation, optical beam focusing and aiming and also for
remote diagnostic and measurements. The entire system
consists of several separate modules that provide specific
functions. The principle diagram of the optical link is
presented in Figure 1. Module INT ensures compatibility with
Ethernet 10Base-T and connects the transmission part of the
optical link into local data network hub or switch.
Module TX provides an electro-optical signal conversion; it
contains necessary LED excitation circuits and acts as a
transmitter of the final optical beam. Module RX re-converts
received optical signal back to electrical and works as a
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receiver. Diagnostic module D performs mainly diagnostic
functions and it also evaluates measured data from connected
sensors and from the output of an AD converter. The module
provides online information about the level of received optical
signal (RSSI) and about temperatures simultaneously via the
RX module’s connection into the local network.

connected to the RSSI receiver module and thanks to that it is
possible to measure the current level of received signal. The
microcontroller is connected via SPI to EEPROM memory for
storing the last measured data, the frequency of measurements
and the required format of data stored in memory can be
adapted for several specific situations. These data can be
remotely retrieved from memory and they can be processed
and evaluated into graphical representation over a longer time
period. They can be further analyzed and it is possible to study
the impact of weather and other events and various
atmospheric conditions (the influence of atmospheric
phenomena) on the transmission parameters of the whole
optical link.
The interpretation of measured data is provided by a TCP/IP
stack from Microchip. Information about the actual state and
stored values for elapsed time are available via http protocol
by any browser remotely; rendering the graphs and curves is
solved by a Java script. Another part of the diagnostic module
consists from eight-level LED indicator that displays the actual
signal level. This indicator was very useful in the process of
aiming and focusing the optical link. The firmware and
software of a diagnostic module can be additionally updated
and its new version can be remotely uploaded via TFTP
protocol.
The optical link was installed on the roof of the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering. The total distance of a link is 120 m. Several
photos were taken during the link’s installation and they are
presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Detail block diagram of one side of the FSO system.

TX – transmitter module, RX – receiver module, INT –
interface module, D – diagnostic module, PWRC – power and
control module, IMP – module for impedance matching, H –
heating of optics, TEMP – 1-wire interface for temperature
monitoring, RXD – receiver interconnection, TXD –
transceiver interconnection, RSSI – RSSI signal connection,
GND – grounding and shielding, DATA – data signal
interconnection, 10Base-T – 10 Mbps Ethernet output/input
The whole FSO system is powered remotely via unused
pairs of the UTP data cables. Supply voltage 18 V was used
mainly for the purpose of potential long cables (attenuation),
the minimum operating voltage meets the minimum required
supply voltage of 12 V for the input stabilizer. The stabilizer
for 3.3 V creates a great loss of at least 10 V, that’s why this
redundant voltage is used for an internal heating system. This
heating system heats both lens of receiver and transmitter to
prevent the water condensation or their freezing.

Fig. 2. The realization of TX module.

The main processor of the diagnostic module is a
microcontroller Microchip PIC18F67j60, which has an
integrated physical layer for Ethernet, and does not need many
peripheries for their functionality. The microcontroller is
connected to 3 temperature sensors DS18B20 placed in the
transmitting and receiving tube and also outside to monitor the
air temperature. The sensors communicate using 1-Wire
protocol. The output of one channel of AD converter is

Fig. 3. The photos of realized FSO link.
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III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

The diagnostic and remote functions are still under the
development; however, several measured results and practical
experience were already obtained. The next graphs in Fig. 5
present the situation of RSSI (Received Signal Strength
Indication) and its dependence on the external air temperature
(weather conditions) during the 3 days testing and
measurements.

Before the measurements itselves, the process of accurate
aiming and focusing of the optical beam had to be performed
first followed by the process of calibration and fine tuning. It
was also necessary to upgrade the firmware several times
during the testing period of the whole optical link.
The graphical interface of the diagnostic and control
window was designed to be clear and simple and to contain
only the most important functions. The actual firmware version
does not cover all planed functions and features, that’s why it
will be necessary to further implement and finish some of
them. However, most of the features are already implemented.
The main functions are:
 current local time and date,
 actual value of RSSI and its conversion to the
attenuation,
 3 values of temperature – internal temp. of RX module,
internal temp. of TX module and external air
temperature,
 5 graphs for the interpretation of measured values
during a certain time period (RSSI, attenuation, 3
temperatures),
 remote firmware uploading (password protected),
 detail configuration and diagnostic (password
protected),
 calibration – for calculation of the attenuation from
RSSI value (password protected).
The functions that are planned to implement further:
 availability of link – thanks to a simple ping test and
flooded ping test, the availability of the whole link
(packet loss) can be estimated,
 continuous re-calibration and advanced calibration
system, which could enable more detailed and accurate
measurements and calculations of the attenuation.
The testing and demonstrational interface is available via
any web browser using standard http protocol at:
http://ronja.styxx.cz:8080/. The illustration of actual graphical
interface is presented in the next Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. The development of RSSI (yellow line) and air temperature (green
line) in the period of 3 days.

The time development of RSSI (yellow line) shows an
evident dependence on the external weather conditions (air
temperature – green line). During the nigh period, probably
thanks to the water condensation and mist, the RSSI is always
lower than in the mid-day period, when the sun is shining and
the air temperature is much higher. However, the difference is
not very significant yet (these measurements were performed
during completely sunny days of 10.-13. Semptember), but can
be more significant in autumn or winter days. Certainly, it will
be interesting to observe the dependence of RSSI during heavy
raining, fog or snowing period. We were also able to detect the
interruption of optical beam caused probably by a bird, as it is
illustrated in the next Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Significant drop of RSSI caused probably by beam interruption by a
bird.

The value of RSSI in Fig. 6 during the beam interruption is
not completely 0, while the value is measured in sec intervals,
however, several values are averaged (because the capacity of
memory for storing the results is limited).
There are many mathematical models describing the

Fig. 4. The interface of remote link’s diagnostic and control window.
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propagation of optical beam through the atmosphere in various
different weather conditions and situations, and the
dependence of the atmosphere attenuation on the weather
conditions can be accurately estimated, that’s why our future
effort is to compare our measured results with the predictions
given by these models and simulations.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the possibilities of designing and
realization of low cost FSO system with limited transmission
speed and characteristics. We used an open-source project
RONJA and we implemented several various modifications
and improvements. The remote diagnostic and controlling
mechanisms are still under the development, however, several
measurements and practical outputs were already obtained.
This optical link will probably serve as a testing and
demonstrational for the purpose of teaching in subjects
concerning access networks and transmission systems at the
Department and for the purpose of bachelor and diploma thesis
from the field of simulations of FSO links and atmospheric
phenomena.
Our next goal is to design and realize similar low cost FSO
system for short and mid distances with transmission speed of
100 Mbps. We expect to use the experience and results
obtained by operating the 10 Mbps optical link presented in
this paper.
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Adaptive Techniques in Free-Space Optical
Networks
J. Libich and S. Zvanovec
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech Republic
wavelength diversity techniques are described. Chapter IV
examines the diversity gain of two FSO links incorporated
within a star topology network. Chapter V summarizes results
based on data measured so far. The last chapter concludes
using of a route diversity technique in FSO networks.

Abstract—Free-space optical link is an alternative instrument
to transmission of information in data rates up to tens gigabits
per second. Although evolution of this technology proceeds
several years, many factors still affect propagation of optical
beam. Therefore several mitigation techniques are used or in a
state of research. Between the most significant appertain beam
tracking, adaptive optics, diversity techniques or new modulation
schemes. In this paper, diversity techniques are discussed. First
result from a measurement campaign are introduced.
Index
Terms—Free-space
turbulence, diversity gain.

optics,

weather

II. WEATHER INFLUENCE
A. Atmosphere influence
Atmosphere is composed of molecules of air (N2, O2, H2,
CO2, H2O) and aerosols (fog, smoke, haze, maritime spindrift
particles and see salt, soil and rock debris). Extinction owing
to these particles is permanent as well as turbulence within air.
Attenuation by atmosphere is strongly dependent on the
wavelength of used light [3]. Therefore, the wavelength has to
be chosen carefully. Nowadays FSO systems usually work at
wavelength of 850 nm.

influence,

I. INTRODUCTION
Free-space optics (FSO) is a continuously evolving
technology providing transmission of information using an
optical beam and atmosphere or free-space as a transmission
medium. In contrast to radio band systems, FSO offer larger
bandwidth, which results in higher data rates, more safety, no
licensing and interferences, fast deploying and fewer prices
contrary to fiber optics [1]. Unfortunately, FSO is strongly
affected by weather conditions. Suitable wavelength is chosen
with regard to molecular and aerosol extinction, but many
effects cannot be eliminated. Constantly present turbulence
causes inhomogeneity of the refractive index. Optical beam
passing through this random medium spreads out and wanders
and the wave-front of the optical beam is distorted [2].
Therefore, researches tries to mitigate these effects by various
techniques, for instance beam tracking, adaptive optics,
diversity techniques or new modulation schemes. The result is
enhanced availability of FSO link, which is required by end
users. Quality of data transmission is expressed by bit-errorrate (BER).
Propagating optical beam interacts with atmosphere owing to
its composition consisting of variety molecules and particles.
The interaction causes extinction of the optical beam.
Extinction is defined as a decrease of the optical beam
intensity. Extinction is caused by absorption and scattering and
it can be subdivided into two size domains: molecular and
aerosol extinction.
The paper is arranged subsequently. In Chapter I, FSO
technology is introduced and fundamental terms are defined.
In the next part, weather influence on FSO links is
recapitulated. Diversity techniques as are spatial, route and

B. Turbulence influence
Non-homogeneous distribution of the refractive index
results in widening and wandering of the optical beam. On the
site of the receiver, the optical power fluctuates in frequency
range from 0.01 up to 200 Hz [2]. The frequency and
amplitude of scintillation depend on cells diameter to beam
diameter ratio. Random speed of fluctuation of a fluid results
in turbulences. In the atmosphere, there are two different type
of motion, laminar and turbulent. Contrary to laminar flow,
turbulent flow is the cause of constant dynamic mixing of
media and creates smaller flow areas called eddies which
occupy areas from tens of centimeters to units of kilometers..
The variance σχ2 of the received optical power is
represented by Rytov variance expressed by the next
equation [4]:

  2 7

   1.23C  6   L11 
   



2

2
n

(1)

where Cn2 introduces the refractive index structure parameter,
λ stands for the wavelength and L denotes length of the link.
C. Rain and fog influence
Rain consists of water droplets whose are various in the
size, number and the space distribution. The shape of the
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raindrop is dependent on the size and it graduates from sphere
to flatted ellipsoid. Rain attenuation is mainly caused by
scattering effect. In infrared region, wavelength is much
smaller than the diameter of the droplet. Total attenuation by
rain is dependent on the quantity of raindrops in propagation
path.
The worst condition for transmission of the FSO signal is
under fog and mist. Size of small droplets comprising fog is
comparable to wavelength of light. Therefore, Mie scattering
is main reason of attenuation of the optical beam passing
through fog. The scattering coefficient is related to the
meteorological visibility V by the following equation [5]:

3.91   
n    


V  550 nm 

connection is lost owing to failure of one of the links within a
ring topology network, another direction is used to establish a
connection. A star topology is based on connection of all links
to central multipoint unit (MPU) which is composed of several
FSO transceivers. Since each of the links is connected directly
to MPU, protection against failure is not secure. Furthermore,
malfunction of the MPU causes breakdown of the whole
network. High availability due to several possible connections
offers a mesh network topology [1]. FSO networks also can be
supplemented by classical radio band communication systems.
C. Wavelength diversity
Molecular absorption is one of the effects causing fading of
the received optical power. By reason of existence of opaque
and transparent windows, the used wavelength must be chosen
carefully. Comparison between influences on 850 nm and
1550 nm was discussed in several publications, for instance
[7]. Nowadays, combinations of optical links and radio
frequency systems are very often used. Dense fog represents
almost opaque barrier for the FSO signal. Therefore, joint
radio frequency links are installed as a backup in case of FSO
link outage [8].

q

(2)

Model defined by Kim [6] defines q as:

1.6
V  50 km


1.3
6 km  V  50 km

q = 0.16V  0.34 1 km  V  6 km
 V  0.5
0.5 km  V  1 km

0
V  0.5 km


(3)

IV. MEASURING NETWORK
Experimental measuring network was set up in the
university campus of the Czech Technical University in Prague
(CTU). The network consists of tree FSO link and comprises a
star topology network. Parameters of particular optical links
are characterized in terms of lengths, wavelengths and
positions of transceivers characterized in table 1.

III. DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES
Since FSO signal propagates through atmospheric channel,
the optical beam is affected by various phenomena. The most
important effects were discussed in previous chapters. These
result in fading and fluctuation of the received optical power
and subsequently decreasing of the FSO link availability. In
order to mitigate atmospheric effects, following diversity
techniques can be used.

TABLE I

Parameters of used FSO links
Type
Length (m)
Wavelength (nm)
Optical Source
Divergence (mrad)
Max
Data
Rate
(Mbps)
1. point of the link

A. Spatial diversity
One of the feasible solutions is the use of the spatial
diversity. Multiple apertures on the site of the transmitter
or/and the receiver (MIMO) provide additional redundancy
and lead to enhance of the performance [6]. Moreover,
reducing of possibility to blind of the laser beam is suppressed.
Nowadays FSO links uses more than one transmitting and
receiving apertures. For instance LightPointe Strata G
terminal, used in the measuring network described below uses
four optical beams transmission.

2. point of the link

Link A
WaveBridge
500

Link B
LightPointe
Strata G

120
800 - 900
LED
17.5
155

450
850
LD
2.0
1250

Link C
MRV
Telescope
700
390
830 - 860
LD
3.5
155

CTU
Campus
CTU
Campus

CTU
Campus
ORLIK
Dormitory

CTU
Campus
BUBENEC
Dormitory

Arrangement of the network and sensors is then depicted in
Fig. 1. Weather conditions are observed by two meteorological
stations collecting air temperature and humidity, atmospheric
pressure, wind velocity and amount of precipitations. In order
to investigating of influence of buildings on FSO link, set of
thermal sensors was installed between at first quarter of the
link A. In the next step, the measuring network will be
extended to a mesh topology. New FSO link will be added and
it will enclose links B and C.

B. Route diversity
FSO systems can be used in FSO networks for
interconnecting buildings of campuses, different buildings of
corporations or a hospital complex in various network
topologies. Availability of the whole network depends on
either each component and on arrangement of links. If the
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VI. CONCLUSION
The route diversity gain of two FSO links incorporated in a
star topology measuring network in university campus of the
CTU was evaluated. The availability of whole network is
possible to increase using the route diversity technique. The
diversity gain evaluated from measured data reaches up to tens
of decibels per 1 km long link. Next research steps will be
focused on extending measuring network to a mesh topology
by adding new FSO link connecting both of dormitories
directly and evaluation of the route diversity gain of a more
complex mesh topology network.
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Fig. 1. Measuring network and sensors arrangement
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Abstract — The paper introduces a propagation model of light
wave which takes into consideration diffraction effects on
transmitter aperture. Scalar diffraction theory was applied and
its results were used in the model developed in the MATLAB
environment. The model was compared with experiment and its
validity proved.

II. KEY TO UNDERSTANDING
Diffraction effects are usualy described by means of scalar
diffraction theory. Its results are based on the HuygensFresnel principle and lead to the general formula

Index Terms — Fresnel Diffraction, Free-space Optical Communications, Fourier Transform, Gaussian Beam.

ψ ( x, y ) = −

jk

ψ
2π ∫∫

0

( xM , yM )

exp ( jks )
s

S0

I

I. INTRODUCTION

dxM dyM , (1)

cf. fig. 1. This equation expresses the wave function ψ (x,y) in
the plane of observation (i.e. the receiver plane) in terms of
the incident wave ψ0 (xM,yM) in the plane of the transmitter
aperture S0. The computation of the integral on the right-hand
side of equation (1) requires to compute the double integral
for every point P(x, y) of the plane of observation. To avoid
such computationally extensive challenge, one may
approximate the equation by means of different approaches.
One of the most straightforward approaches is based on the
Fresnel approximation [1, 7] of the spherical wave

N recent years, new techniques and technologies have
been developed in FSO. This is due to many reasons,
mainly the possibility of achieving high data rates, directivity
of the link and use in non-licensed bands. During the shaping
of the transmitted laser beam, various physical phenomena
occur on the path, changing the laser beam profile, reducing
the signal-to-noise ratio, and causing the automatic tracking
system to fail. Many approaches based either on numerical or
on analytical analysis of the system have been developed to
simulate these effects.
The most critical effect distorting the transmitted laser beam
profile is diffraction [2]. For the use in practice, the scalar
theory of diffraction is used to describe the effect of optical
elements on this laser beam profile. The transmitter lens and
transmitter aperture were identified as the main source of
diffraction.
The paper deals with data provided by the scalar diffraction
theory. As the computation of the intensity distribution is
demanding, many approaches have been developed [7]. The
most widely used approach is based on the Fourier transform.
Furthermore, the paper introduces an important solution of the
wave equation – the elliptically symmetrical Gaussian beam.
The main part is focused on the approach based on the FFT
algorithm and its use in the simulation of diffraction is
discussed. Also, a simple user-friendly program for the
simulation of diffraction of elliptically symmetrical Gaussian
wave on a circular aperture is discussed. In the final part,
simulated results are compared with experiment.

exp ( jks )
s

≈

exp ( jkz )
z

2
2
⎡ jk
( x − xM ) + ( y − yM ) ⎤⎥ ,(2)
⎣ 2z
⎦

exp ⎢

where according to fig.1, the exponential term on the left side
of equation (2) is the divergent spherical wave coming from
the point M. Further development of the quadratic term in
equation (2) leads to the final form of equation (1)
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The wave function of the diffracted wave is then expressed
by means of the Fourier transform of products of wave
function ψ0 in the plane of diffraction aperture S0 and the
jk

phasor e 2 z
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Fig.1. Representation of the Fresnel approximation. [7]

III. SIMULATIONS
In practical applications one benefits from the built-in FFT
algorithm included in many modern programming languages.
Simulations were based on equation (3) and were developed
in the MATLAB© environment. However, in practice the
intensity distribution instead of the wave function is needed.
Using the relation between optical intensity and wave
function, equation (3) provides the resulting formula
Fig.2. Results of simulation using MATLAB GUI script based on FFT
with following parameters: λ = 850 nm, ρ0 = 25 mm, z = 183 m, wx = 60
mm and wy = 35 mm.

ψψ ∗ ( x, y, z (n) ) = I ( x, y, z (n) ) ∝
2

⎧⎪
⎛ xM2 + yM2 ⎞ 2jkz ( xM2 + yM2 ) ⎫⎪ ,
∝ FT ⎨circ ⎜
⎬
⎟e
2
⎪⎩
⎪⎭
⎝ ρ0 ⎠

(4)
IV. EXPERIMENT
To prove experimentally the simulated results, one has to
consider the limits and conditions introduced by the theory.
These limits concern source coherence (both spatial and time)
as well as the shape of the wave front. To satisfy these
conditions, an experimental setup according to figure 3 was
proposed.

where the circ function refers to the circular shape of the
transmitter aperture. Simulation based on this approach
enables us the following parameters to change:
9 wavelength λ,
9 distance z between the receiver and the transmitter,
9 beam widths wx and wy of the Gaussian beam in both
axes,
9 radius of the transmitter lens ρ0,
9 linear resolution of the simulation,
After entering the parameters and pressing the Evaluate
button, the results are displayed as shown in figure 2. At the
top of the figure, an elliptical Gaussian beam in the transmitter
plane and the transmitter aperture S0 are displayed. At the
center, the intensity distribution of the laser beam in the
receiver plane and at the bottom, 2 perpendicular crosssections are shown. As can be seen, the ratio of beam width to
aperture radius has a strong impact on the shape of the
distribution.
Sometimes, usually for teaching purposes, one needs to use
a number of Fresnel zones [5] as the parameter. The distance
where the desired number of Fresnel zones is visible can be
easily calculated using the FZ => z button after entering the
input parameters.

Fig.3. Experimental setup.

A He-Ne laser was used for its pure spectrum and laser
beam shape, although only a circularly symmetrical beam
could be achieved. This beam was input for the simulation of
the experiment (see fig.4). To reduce the number of modes in
the beam, a mode-limiting diaphragm was used [4]. Crucial
for the experiment was to collimate the laser beam very
precisely. To achieve this, a plan-parallel plate was used [8].
The results of the experiment carried out according to the
proposed setup are given in figure 5 and figure 6. In figure 5,
intensity distribution of the diffracted wave is captured on
CCD chip in the given distance. This figure can be visually
compared with the central plot in the simulation in figure 4.
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To compare the results of simulation and measurement more
precisely, both were plotted in figure 6. Measured results are
obtained using a photodiode and an oscilloscope. As can be
seen, the measured results mostly fall into 7% error. This
interval represents various effects that may have affected the
experiment [6].

Fig.6. Comparison of the simulated and measured results of the
diffraction pattern intensity distribution. Parameters of the experiment:
λ = 543,5 nm, ρ0 = 4 mm, z = 7,36 m, wx = wy = 14 mm.

V. CONCLUSION
In the paper, scalar diffraction theory and its contribution to
modeling the wave effects of the laser beam were discussed. A
qualitative as well as a quantitative analysis of the simulated
results in the near-field were performed and compared with
the measured results.
It was shown, that the transmitter aperture can have
significant influence on the shape of the beam in the receiver
plane. An example of the intensity distribution was shown,
with emphasis on several maxima in the distribution that may
cause a lower SNR and subsequently also higher BER.

Fig.4. Simulation of the diffraction pattern intensity distribution with
following parameters:
λ = 543,5 nm, ρ0 = 4 mm, z = 7,36 m, wx = wy = 14 mm.
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more powerful and affordable. One of their most important
features is that their output light can be modulated by signals
in frequency range from units to hundreds of MHz. Together
with the advancement of LED lighting, this opens the way to
the development of wireless data transmission system that
could use lighting devices.
VLC is being developed as an alternative to wireless
networks based on radio transmission (such as WiFi). The goal
is to design a complementary wireless technology that could be
deployed at places where radio transmission is limited or
forbidden (hospitals, airports, airplanes, etc.) or impossible
because of interference.
White LEDs composed of blue LED and luminophore are
most usual in lighting applications. Modulation bandwidth of
blue diodes used for production of white LEDs is 20 MHz and
12 MHz for those with small chip and with large chip area,
respectively. When the luminophore used for white LEDs is
applied, the available bandwidth is reduced, typically to
2-3 MHz (in case of complete spectrum detection).
One of the main problems related to VLC systems is
compensation of background light influence caused e.g. by
natural daylight or fluorescent tubes. It is important to achieve
independence of data transmission from the intensity of
background light. Therefore the applied modulation method
must be robust enough. Since VLC systems are integrated into
lighting devices, the modulation methods must also ensure
satisfactory lighting intensity.
Typical use of VLC technology is in downlink
communication. Implementation of uplink is more demanding,
and there are several options – infrared transmission, reflected
beam or RF (radio frequency) communication. [6], [7], [8]

Abstract—This paper deals with implementation and testing of
data transfer technology using visible light, especially VLC
(Visible Light Communication), which uses white LED for data
transfer and it is integrated to lighting devices. The paper
provides overview of VLC technology development and it
describes real demonstration thereof. The electronic circuits of a
prototype for visible light communication are inspired by free
space optical link (FSO) that originated in RONJA project. The
first part of this paper describes the basic blocks and their
functions. The second part illustrates practical operation and
discusses the results of a sample constructed at our Department.
Index Terms—Wireless Optic Communication; Visible Light
Communication; Free-Space Optics.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HIS paper deals with designing and implementation of a
free space optical link (FSO) built on the basis of modified
Ronja. [1], [3] The main goal was to design free space optical
systems for the lowest possible cost and to implement several
improvements and upgrades.
Below we describe the implementation and testing of data
transmission technology using visible light, especially VLC
(Visible Light Communication). VLC uses white LEDs as data
signal sources, which also act as an ordinary light sources. In
this paper we introduce an overview of VLC technology
development and describe practical demonstration of its
utilization. The electronic circuits of the prototype for visible
light communication are derived from free space optical link in
Ronja and other similar projects. [2], [4]
The first part describes the basic blocks and their function;
the second part is dedicated to practical operation and results
of a sample constructed at the Department of
Telecommunication Engineering.

III. VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT
A. System Description
The prototype of visible light optical link was produced [5]
on the basis of open-source available Ronja project as well.
The red LED using the wavelength of 650 nm was replaced by
a white light power LED (product of FORYARD
OPTOELECTRONICS, type FYL-P20AWC-1W). Block
diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1.

II. VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION
Visible Light Communication (VLC) technology uses
optical spectrum between 400 nm and 700 nm for transmission
of data. One of the motivating facts fostering the development
of such technology is that the traditional bulbs are being
successively replaced by energy-saving and more efficient
light sources based on electroluminescent diodes (LED) –
these promising devices are rapidly developing, thus becoming
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of visible light communication prototype.
Fig. 3. Design of receiver part of visible light communication prototype.

The transmitter is powered from DC source; the voltage is
12 V. However, the logical gates require a lower voltage; the
stabilizer of 5 V is implemented inside the receiver. The input
signal is brought to the VLC module over a coaxial cable and
the first part of the transmitter performs signal amplification to
the required level. The input signal should have amplitude of
700 mV. After amplification, the signal passes through an
inverter for pulse shaping. The inverters connected in parallel
control the output transistor that is connected also in parallel to
power LED. This parallel combination is connected through a
resistor to power supply; the power LED output is thereby
modulated.
The receiver is powered from DC source of 12 V, too.
Unlike the transmitter, there is no need to supply voltage of
5 V in the receiver; it contains light detector based on a silicon
PIN photodiode connected in a resistive mode. The signal
from the photodiode is conducted to a low-noise input
amplifier transistor BF998. In the next step, the signal is
processed in differential amplifier NE592, designed primarily
for video amplifiers, which provides enough amplification of
the signal. From there the signal is lead to the output amplifier.
Details of the design (both receiver and transmitter) are shown
in Figures 2 and 3.

B. Results of Testing
Firstly, the prototype of visible light optical link was tested
by common impulse signal. The sensitivity and frequency band
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The optical axis of receiver was
identical to the optical axis of the transmitter in this test.

Fig. 4. Dependence of transmitting level distance for 3 frequencies.

Fig. 5. Dependence of transmitting level frequency for distance 0.5 m.

With respect to relatively low power of the lighting LED,
the resulting values are acceptable. If a LED with higher
power (or LED array) should be used, the range would be
adequately longer, i.e. acceptable for medium-sized interiors.

Fig. 2. Design of transmitter part of visible light communication prototype.
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C. Real Communication Experiment
Secondly, the prototype was tested using E1 digital signal
with line code AMI and transmission rate 2.048 Mbps. For this
purpose, the binary/AMI and AMI/binary convertors are
designed and connected to the receiver and transmitter.
The maximum distance of the transmitter and receiver, for
which the 2.048 Mbps data analyzer indicated working
synchronization, was 12 cm. The optical axis of receiver was
identical to the optical axis of the transmitter in this test. The
radiation characteristic of LED allows the rotation of axis by
an angle of ±30 degrees. Until this point, all measurements
were conducted without any additional optical elements that
could extend the range of the optical link. Since the distance of
12 cm is insufficient, an optical lens with refractive power of
5 D was inserted between the transmitter and receiver; the
resulting range was extended to 160 cm, which is satisfactory.
If a LED with higher power (or LED array) should be used, the
range would be adequately longer, i.e. acceptable for mediumsized interiors.

[7]
[8]

IV. CONCLUSION
The established optical links will be used for demonstration
purposes in education; students will get in touch with optical
transmission free space FSO system and VLC technology. The
measured results and practical experience will also serve for
research purposes (examining the phenomena influencing free
space attenuation). The follow-up Student Grant at the Czech
Technical University in Prague is expected to explore the
possibilities concerning production of affordable free space
optics for short and medium distances featuring transmission
rate of 100 Mbps.
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in the field in terms of aging and the need for periodic
calibration.
Electrical cables and sensors can also be easily detected and
localized by metal detection devices and thus function of the
security system can be easily disengaged or influenced.
Compared with the disadvantages of electrical sensors for
guarding applications the optical and especially fiber-optic
sensors appears be very suitable for this purpose, especially
for their long life (min. 20 years), good stability of properties,
usually without any necessary calibration for the whole life
span, and especially for their full dielectric structure, which
can be quite insensitive to external electromagnetic field.
This is an advantage especially when it comes to use in an
outdoor environment near metal structures (eg, systems for
monitoring of fences around important objects), while these
sensors as composed of a pure dielectric materials are very
difficult to be found by an unauthorized person. In addition,
fiber sensors offer substantial possibility of different
arrangements, where it is possible to gain high vibration
sensitivity along a considerable length of a sensor or on other
hand it possible to assure a transfer of optical sensing
information for a long distances without influencing the
transmission in fiber by disturbing vibrations from its
surroundings. This allows zonal arrangement of sensors with
sufficient sensitivity to vibrations in the localized detection
zones.

Abstract— This paper deals with the practical application of
the optical fiber sensors for the specific purpose of intrusion
detection systems and the integrity protection of critical
infrastructures. Currently, the use of security equipment is
primarily based on metallic lines that generally integrate also
surveillance cameras, free space detection lasers and other
complicated security equipment. This paper shows one of the
principles of using glass optical fibers as sensors for dynamic
perimeter intrusion detection systems based on perturbation of
the optical transmission properties of sensor zone fiber. The
bending-pressure perturbations are used to induce optical
speckle patterns at the end of sensing multimode fiber. These
patterns are further spatially filtered by connected single mode
fiber. The use of optical sensor systems has its advantages
compared with conventional metallic systems that include stable
parameters in time, potential greater guarding coverage due to
low attenuation of the zone sensor driving fibers, passive mode of
operation without using of active components in a guarded area,
and great resistance to electromagnetic interference.
Index Terms— perimeter, optical fiber, sensor, multimode
fiber, speckle.
I.

INTRODUCTION

I

t is obvious that the everyday life of our civilized cultural
society is increasingly dependent on the infrastructure and
especially on certain critical parts of it such as electricity
distribution
network,
data
transmission
networks,
telecommunication mobile operators and ISPs. Similarly, it
could be very dangerous for civilization, if there were
significant disruptions of functionality for other infrastructure
networks, such as air traffic control or public passenger
transport in cities.
In this respect our modern civilization is very vulnerable,
that is what the extremists are a very much aware of. And just
this vulnerability can be relatively easily used to create
pressure on governments and citizens. Most of the risks could
be prevented by obtaining timely information about the attack
of an unauthorized person, with strict security guarding of
critical infrastructures and their surrounding areas through a
system of vibration sensing and continuous signal evaluation
using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [2] analysis, possibly
using vibration sensors along the whole monitored zone. The
problem lies in the fact that in practice it is usually required to
assure security guarding in a large space or distance, but the
classic electric vibrometers are not suitable for prolonged use

II. SPECKLE MODAL DETECTION PRINCIPLE
It is well known, that multimode fiber with its large core
diameter supports a large number of simultaneously
propagating electromagnetic modes. The exact number of
propagating modes depends on the index profile of the fiber,
core diameter and wavelength of travelling light. Each mode
has its own group velocity and propagation constant, but all
interfere with others as they share the same medium. There are
hundreds of modes in a typical multimode fiber.
A multimode optical fiber can be used as a vibration sensor
using principles based on the phenomena of modal noise [111]. When the fiber starts to vibrate the intensity and phase of
each individual mode is slightly modified, each to a varying
degree [7]. As the modulation of the modes in the distribution
is different the light intensity in the pattern will change,
though the intensity of the overall pattern will not vary. If the
output pattern is spatially filtered then the signal current at the
62
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photodetector will be modulated too.
If the light output of the end of multimode fiber is projected
on screen it forms so called speckle pattern (see Fig. 1). This
speckle pattern forms a number of speckles each having its
own specific intensity profile. This is clear evidence that if
normalized frequency exceeds its critical value for multimode
excitations (2,405 for step index fiber), light truly travels in
many modes through fiber. Any change in optical path
property affects propagation of various modes that couples
inside the core among themselves and as such interfere at the
fiber end differently forming also other speckle pattern with
total summed intensity in all modes remaining the same [11].

such s sensor system can be built with cheap and widely
available components that are at the same time lightweight,
which makes it an interesting product in the sensor market for
integration in, already mentioned, smart structures.
III. OPTICAL FIBER BASED GUARDING SYSTEM
One of the real results of this paper will be eventually a
design of fiber-optic system that is able to warn against attacks
on critical infrastructure or unauthorized entry to the site of
the guarded object. In addition to the advantages of a purely
passive outdoor installation using dielectric fiber-optic cables
the complete system will be able to identify possible intruders,
and potential false signals will be minimized
Not all sites are around its perimeter protected by a fence.
For this reason, the system sensors were tailored so that they
could be placed not only on the fence, but also on (in) the
ground as a tread sensor.

Fig. 1. The well known speckle pattern emanating out of the multimode fiber
end projected on the screen.

In [1] is shown that intensity of a one speckle is proportional
to the force F(t) perturbing the fiber by following expression

I i  Ai 1  Bi cos i   F (t )i sin  i 

Fig. 2. The principle of the zoned perimeter guarding

(1)

For intruder position resolution a system can be divided into
several zones (see Fig. 2), which do not affect each other. The
power feeding fibers of all zones in turn lead to the central
security unit, which is located for example in the home or
centralized emergency alert system. Some sites are very large
(eg airport) and so power feeding fibers can be very long, In
this case telecommunications singlemode optical fibers with
low losses are used.
Both fibers in the fence and in the ground can capture
vibrations from their surroundings, and subsequently evaluate
them. Vibrations may not only be created by an intruder, but
also by a nature. For this reason, there must be set a threshold
or resolution pattern, which varies for different applications.

where Ai represents a degree of mode self-interaction, and the
next two terms cross-mode interactions, the first one (Bi) takes
into considerations the modes steady state condition, and the
second one i corresponds to a degree of cross-mode
interactions if a fiber is being perturbed in some way or other.
The signal output that sums absolute value of changes in
intensity pattern is given by equation [1]:

M
 dF (t )
I T   Ci sin( i ) 
 i 1
 dt



(2)

A various forces applied upon a fiber can change modes
propagation characteristics and thus their interference
conditions resulting in different speckle distributions out of
the fiber end on the screen. An exact analysis of changes in
propagation parameters for each mode arising from
application of the force is an extremely difficult, but in most
cases studying only variations in speckle pattern itself at the
fiber end is sufficient enough. From these variations it is also
possible easily not only detect vibrations but also obtain
information about the vibration pattern itself that is
characterized by amplitude and the frequency. What is more,

IV. FIBER SENSOR MEASUREMENTS
The basic configuration of the sensor for measuring the
effect of vibration is shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen,
configuration is quite simple. At the left a semiconductor laser
was used to couple light of appropriate wavelength into a
feeder singlemode fiber section of approximate length of
500 m. The feeder fiber is on its end directly spliced to
following 100 m section of a detection multimode fiber. Its
end is again spliced firmly to the last feeder section of
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singlemode fiber that is connected to optical intensity detector.
A first section of singlemode fiber couples and excites optical
modes in multimode fiber. The role of last singlemode feeder
section is not just only to carry light to the detector for longer
distances but also to spatially filter only a part of speckle
pattern that is most sensitive to vibration. As the singlemode
feeder fiber does not contribute to the signal attenuation we
have further concentrated more on the measurement setup in
Fig. 5. To preserve the influence of spatial filtering at the
points of splices we have left the singlemode feeders on both
sides of detection multimode fiber intact but used only a short
length of them.
We have measured at two wavelengths (1550 nm and 1300
nm), in the spectral regions commonly used for
telecommunications transmissions. There were two kinds of
tests for the same sensor. The first test should simulate a
position on the fence and thus the detection optical fiber was
inserted into the of-the-shelf plastic protective strip. The
second test was adapted tread arrangement and multimode
fiber including all buffers was placed between the rubber
sheets (see Fig. 3). In all cases, the weight of 100 g was used
to simulate the impact by its free fall from height of 20 cm.
First measurement was conducted to simulate situation on the
fence in the protective strip. The fiber length of detection zone
was 100 m. The fiber was stretched in a protective strip in
length of 2 m. The first effect was measured at the very
beginning of detection zone fiber and then at the end. The
graph in Fig. 6 shows the measured signal intensity curves
versus time.
At the beginning of the detection zone, in the moment of
weight impact, the measured signal was about 60 % of the
original signal (non impact) for both light sources. But at the

end of the fiber it was just about 12 % compared to the
original signal at wavelength of 1300 nm and about 30 %
compared to the original signal at wavelength of 1550 nm.

Fig. 3. Illustration of fiber sandwiched between two rubber sheets

The second arrangement, where we used rubber sandwich,
the fiber sensor was placed on the ground between pair of
rubber sheets that both protected and transferred vibrations to
the detection fiber from its vicinity as far as 0.5 m. The
detection fiber was stretched through these sheets The result of
impact signal measurement is given in Fig. 7.
In addition to the signal peak it is evident that character of
the signal is quite different than in previous case where the
fiber was placed in protective strip alone. In rubber tread
sheets case the vibrations are filtered. This characteristic is
important for further correlation analysis of the signal. Using
FFT and other digital processing methods the authors hope to
be able to use a signal from optical sensor a precisely identify
a type of intrusion and also differentiate the right from false
alarms.
.

Fig. 4. The basic arrangement of measurement

Fig. 5. The impact measurement in detection fiber
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0,24 V

1,2 V

1,5 V

Fig. 6. The fiber in a protective bar measured at the beginning (top) and end (bottom) detection zone for a wavelength of 1300 nm (left) and 1550 nm (right)

0,8 V

1,2 V

0,75 V

1,2 V

Fig. 7 The fiber sandwiched between the rubber sheets measured at the beginning (top) and end (bottom) detection zone for a wavelength of 1300 nm (left) and
1550 nm (right)

application to the perimeter fence simulating intrusion along
as far as 100 m length of detection fiber is at least 12 % of the
DC value of perimeter signal in idle (no intrusion) state.
Results of tread sensor arrangement are above 12 % of the
original signal in the case of one fiber.
The results of many measured experiments indicate that
higher sensitivity to the measured vibrations at the beginning
of the fiber was achieved in the spectral range of 1300 nm.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have practically demonstrated by measurement a
sufficient sensitivity and practical applicability of optical fiber
as a viable sensor for guarding critical infrastructure security
and other objects.
The measured AC signal from the photodetector in
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The measurements at the end of detection fiber (100 m)
showed that sensitivity of the source of 1300 nm is still higher
than it was at a wavelength of 1550 nm, but compared to the
beginning of fiber it has decreased. Consequently, it is better
to use a wavelength of 1550 nm at a distance greater than
200 m.
The measured results of testing two possible arrangement of
fiber-optic perimeter showed that the sensor can potentially
reliably detect intruders.
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SMART OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS
B. Korenko, J. Jasenek, J. Červeňová
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava
frequently used in many fields of OF sensors. Very attractive
is the combination of Photon-Counting OTDR (PO-OTDR)
and Polarization OTDR (PO-OTDR) that is used also at our
laboratory.

Abstract— The paper concerns the intrinsic optical fiber (OF)
sensors with distributed parameters. In the paper we focus on
numerical simulations of interaction of the sensing fiber with the
external factors using 3D modeling of different applied forces.
Further we discuss the implementation of the advanced Optical
Time-Domain Reflectometry (OTDR) based on the combination
of Photon-Counting OTDR equipped with advanced zooming tool
and Polarization OTDR. The correction of the detected
backscattered signal due to higher optical power in photon
counting method is discussed. The measured data are briefly
explained.

II. 3D MODELING OF INTRINSIC FIBER SENSOR
In general intrinsic OF sensor means, that any mechanical
stresses applied to the optical fiber cause a reaction – the
dimension deformation and the change of OF local properties.
To obtain the precise 3D OF model a cylindrical symmetric
structure of silica material was modeled in ANSYS
Multiphysics program (Fig. 1). The structure consists of three
cylindrical areas consisting from different materials – the
inner core with the diameter of 10μm, the cladding with the
120 μm diameter and the primary protection with 250 μm
diameter.
To simulate the difference of “optical density” between
core and cladding the Young modulus parameter was set to 55
GPa for the core, 50 GPa for the cladding and 30 GPa for
protection [3]. Each part was meshed for finite element
numerical analysis.
The places of applied stress can be clearly seen from the
simulation results although the area of the force application is
very small. The equipotential contours with higher amplitude
of the pressure are clearly located along the OF axis. Due to
the pressure field in the atomic structure of fiber continuum,
the index of refraction inside the core was changed [3].

Index Terms— optical fiber sensors, optical time domain
reflectometry, numerical model of OF sensor, strain distribution
measurement.

N

I. INTRODUCTION

owadays the optical fiber sensors with distributed
parameters based on optical fibers are beginning widely
used in practice. Nevertheless rather strong effort is being
permanently focused on further development of more
sophisticated sensoric systems using these principles. One can
mention their application in civil engineering structures,
airplanes, turbines and other structures for measurement of
physical quantities like pressure, vibration etc. Designing a
multidimensional structure with OF sensors provides the
possibility to measure mechanical or other physical fields in
more dimensional manner. Also real time measurement is
possible. The advantage of usage of OF pressure sensors with
distributed parameters instead of those using conventional
methods is that only the access to one end of the sensing fiber
is needed and it is also possible to measure on more
dimensional structure with appropriate space resolution.
The crucial point in the designing of optical fiber sensors
with distributed parameters for the picking up the space
distribution of some physical quantity is the detail analysis and
modeling of the processes that transform the changes of the
physical quantity into those of index of refraction in the fiber
core. The understanding of these transformations gives the
possibility for the optimization of the sensing systems. The
main results of this paper concern particularly the modeling of
the mechanical stress on the index of refraction changes in
sensing optical fiber. These induced index of refraction
changes are detected by the OTDR method and its several
modifications or by the combination of these modifications. At
present time OTDR [1] and its several modifications [2] are

APPLIED FORCE

FIXED DOF
(lines)

APPLIED FORCE

Fig. 1. Simulated model of OF sensor with lateral loading.
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If the polarization properties of the fiber are known before
its exposure to the stress that is perpendicular to the fiber axis,
polarimetric sensor with distributed parameters can be
obtained.

Fig. 2. Von Misses stress distribution in the cross-section caused
by lateral force.

For better understanding of stress distribution caused by
different force applications three specific model variants were
realized.
The lateral loading is shown in Fig. 1. On 45 segments
(nodes) of the 3D model the force of 1mN was applied from
both sides (Fig. 1). The model geometry was fixed along the
primary protection of the OF. There are no dimensions of
freedom (DOF) for these lines. The simulation results
concerning the longitudinal section are shown in Fig. 2. It is
clear that applied force on the protection surface also affects
the core structure.
Another case of the mechanical influence on the fiber core
is that the OF is exposed to longitudinal strain Fig. 3. One end
of the fiber was fixed as a plane area and the force was applied
on the other end. At the end segments the force of 1mN was
applied at each node on primary protection of the OF.
The results are shown on Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Von Misses stress distribution in the cross-section caused by
longitudinal strain.

APPLIED FORCE

APPLIED FORCE
FIXED DOF
(plane area)

Fig. 5. Simulated model of OF sensor with torsion force.

APPLIED FORCE

FIXED DOF
(plane area)
APPLIED FORCE

Fig. 3. Simulated model of OF sensor with longitudinal strain.

The third model implements torsion. On 10 nodes on each
side of the OF, see Fig. 5, the force of 1mN was applied. From
the simulation result, see Fig. 6, only the influence at the
primary protection and cladding is present. This event is not so
relevant for OF sensors.

Fig. 6. Von Misses stress distribution in the cross-section caused by torsion.
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The stress field distribution combined through the elastooptic effect with the local change of refraction index gives the
possibility to calculate local birefringence changes [3].
As it was shown in [4] the calculation of refraction index
changes ΔneffX, ΔneffY , ΔneffZ represents the tensor of optical
density change due to the pressure fields.
For the purposes of the birefringence changes calculation
only the axial values of pressure tensor vector σXX, σYY and
σZZ in the fiber core are needed [4]. The cross sections views
demonstrate clear homogeneity of stress distribution inside the
fiber core.
The results obtained from ANSYS clearly show that in
comparison with 2D models [3] we achieved good
approximation of the pressure distribution σXX, σYY and σZZ.
Due to these changes induced birefringence will affect the
polarization and the periodicity of the beat length will be
disturbed.

 P t 
R1 (t )     BS ,
 h 

where η is the quantum efficiency of the detector, P BS(t) is the
time dependence of the back-scattered power, hν is the photon
energy. The expression (1) defines the mutual relation
between the measurable first photon detection time and the
time dependence of the back scattered power we are trying to
measure. Under these ultra-low power conditions the
measurement process may take a lot of time that is in practical
measurement process not acceptable. Therefore it is necessary
to realize the measurements at “a bit higher” optical powers
but it results in the necessity of making some corrections of
the originally derived formula (1). Due to rather long
procedure of the precise correction derivation we bring the
result published in [6]. At higher back-scattered optical
powers the mutual relation between the measured numbers N i
of the first photon detection in the i-th time window
determining the measured probabilities Ni/N (N is the total
number of repeated measurements) and the true probabilities
are given by the relation:

III. OTDR BASED ON PHOTON COUNTING
For using such kind of sensor as described above a
sophisticated measuring method is needed. That’s the reason
why we use variant of one end measuring method based on
OTDR [2]. For our measurement needs we use the
combination of PO-OTDR [3] and PC-OTDR that is very
advantageous due to high sensitivity, rather simple digital
signal processing and the use of coupling between the external
factors and measurable polarization changes caused in the
fiber core.
PC-OTDR is based on the usage of Poisson statistics of
backscattered ultra low level optical power. The simplified
diagram of the signal processing in PC–OTDR is shown in
Fig. 7.
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The relation (2) makes possible to calculate from the
measured data Ni and N true or corrected probabilities of the
first photon detection defining the true time dependence of the
measured back-scattered optical power.
OTDR based on photon counting demands usage of active
quenching circuits for optical receiver. We use single photon
avalanche diode PGA 408 from Princeton Lightwave. When
the data processing is digital and it is possible to quench
optical receiver at any time it gives us a possibility to measure
fiber on specific regions “windows”. Such an approach in
measuring gives us the possibility to do first preliminary
measurement on the whole fiber network and then focus
mainly on interesting part of the network like sensing region,
for example. Below we show a simple experiment results from
windowing - zooming method.
We measured optical link constructed from 2 optical fibers
as shown in Fig. 8. The link was ended with non refractive
coil. The measurement was done in 1550 nm region.

Laser

Laser

(1)

digital time [n]

Fig. 7. The principle of PC-OTDR histogram forming.

SMF 28
cornning
(376m)

In contrast with the classic OTDR it dominantly uses the
digital signal processing. The optical source generates a test
impulse which is launched through 3dB optical coupler into
the optical fiber under test. Ultra low backscattered optical
power from the tested fiber is given by a stream of discrete
photons and is detected by a very sensitive detector based on
the single photon avalanche diode (SPAD). The result of the
measurement is a PC-OTDR histogram. As it can be shown in
[6] under these ultra-low power conditions the probability of
the first photon detection R1(t) at the time “t” in the time
window of the duration “τ” is given by the relation:

Experimental
polarization
OTDR (photon
counting)

FC/ PC
SAA-2

SEIKO PC1J-30
(30m)

FC/ PC
SAA-3

Non refractive
ending(R 4 mm
coil SM fiber20
windings)

FC/ PC
SAA-2

Fig. 8. Structure of measured optical net.

All measurements were done digitally according to [5], so it
is not scaled in dB but in count rate. Number of realized
measurements was 1 milion. For the first preliminary
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measurement shown in Fig. 9 the active time for receiving
avalanche diode was 4.38 μs. The reversed bias voltage on
SPAD was 62,6V. The distance we measured was from 1th to
13th window. One window represents a distance of
approximately 35m.

the relation between the sensed physical quantity and induced
birefringence is the crucial point for the construction of smart
fiber optic sensors with distributed parameters.
Further advanced measuring method based on the photon
counting OTDR is briefly explained according to its zooming
possibilities. And correction for higher optical power is
explained.
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